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THE ALPINE MARMOT, 

AN interesting little animal, belongs to the order Rodmtia and the 
genus Arctomys, and is the species with which we are best ac 
quainted. It is classed among rats by Linnaeus, and in its appear 

ance is compared by some writers to a diminutive bear or badger; but the 
disposition of its teeth, and its internal conformation, evince its closer 
affinity to the squirrel family. 

The animal, when full grown, attains the size of a rabbit, measures about 
fifteen inches from the nose to the root of the tail, and two feet including 
the tail—and generally weighs about nine pounds. The characteristics of 
the genus to which it belongs are thus stated: — There are two incisors in 
each jaw, and ten grinders in the upper, and eight in the lower jaw; four 
toes, with a tubercle in place of a thumb on the fore-feet, and five toes on 
the hinder. The genus possesses no cheek pouches, like some others be
longing to the same family; and the individual species we are considering 
has°a thick and short body, short legs and very short round ears; the tail 
differs materially from that of the squirrel, being much shorter in propor 
tion, and straight. The head is large and thick—flattened at the top ; the 
nose blunt and thick, and is often carried erect when the animal sits. The 
muzzle is furnished with whiskers, and there are long hairs also above anw 
below each eye. The upper part of the body may be generally describee 
as of a rather light gray color, and the lower part of a light fawn color. 
The gray darkens towards the head and tail, and the latter becomes nearly 
black towards the extremity. The ears of a lighter gray than the sur
rounding parts. The toes of the hind-feet are whitish, and those of the 
fore-feet black. The circuit of the muzzle is white. The fur of the animal 
is generally long and soft. The hairs of the tail are thicker and coarser 
than those of other parts, while below the tail, and inside the limbs, the 
hair is very short, leaving those parts almost naked. 

These marmots inhabit the higher parts of the Alps and Pyrenees, just 
below the regions of perpetual snow, and are also found in some parts of 
Asia. They avoid moist places, and prefer small and narrow valleys, 
exposed to the south, south-east or south-west. In such places they con
struct their domicils under the earth, each family living in its distinct 
habitation. The entrance is usually placed under some stony mass. In 
forming their dwellings they scoop out the earth with great dexterity and 
expedition. By throwing away a small part, and beating the remainder 
close, they form a very compact and solid passage. Their excavations may 
be compared to the letter Y, the proper dwelling-place or room being at 
the point where the limbs branch off. The extreme length of the entire 
excavation is about twenty feet when the branches are formed^ and seldom 
less than eight feet when they are not. The first passage, which is bare y 
wide enough to admit the animal, is about six feet in length; and the cell 
in which it terminates is round or oval, arched at top, and in its tormi may 
be compared to an oven. It is from three to seven feet m diameter, being 
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larger or smaller according to the number of the family, and ve™ 
ably lined with hay and moss, of which a good stock is laid inI 
summer The use of the passages which branch off from this ,1,!? 
rather a matter of conjecture. m thls chambe^ 

In these burrows the marmot spends one half of the year in L, r 
retreats to them at a period which varies from the middle of ? 1 

the middle of October, according to the early orlirZihJS"^ 
ter. It remains shut up until March or April and tl,,,,, 11 i5" 
c e m e n t  w i t h  w h i c h  i t  h a d  b l o c k e d  u p t h e e n f i m c e b v '  *  
and comes forth. At first they go do£n to 
where the season is more advanced, and on the approach of summer 
to the neighborhood of their proper homes. 
,Jhe organized for digging, destined for an obscure undereroid 
life, requiring for its nourishment only the herbs and mntt ? 

the neighborhood of its habitation, and finding in S subt,^ gOT* 
the means of escape from most of its enemies Zll s^bterianean retrea: 
o f  m a n y  o t h e r  J i m a l s  o f  t h e b ^ T L ' , T "  
like the rat, or climb like the squirrel It walks hZ ai ? , ? 

manner that chimneys are ascended W d '  V  k  l e g s ,  i n  t h e  s a m e  
this want of agility, it does not apDear th ™^n^"bo3rs- Notwithstanding 
above ground though tw a ap that tIie marmots are often taken 
they sThi,,J 

mots come out of their holes Cd when ^ the morning the old mar-
young ones. The litter- on., ' ', the sun 1S higher, bring out their 
when° disposed for more auieFT, g °? ^ sides' cIlase one another an! 
feet, and remain in tW J? + . Iy°?men^ sea^ themselves on their hind 
great satisfaction. While'""these mrtL^ ^ ™ air ,exPressireof 
busied in collecting fiwl .. . J , are thus amusing themselves, or 
Mo„s™thorare Lrlm- 5™,b "ith "hi«h '» their .ioterl* 
number Is LtS af. ZtS °f tL<Sir rg80""1 »%•0n"fli" 
spot, and if he perceives on e„.UP°n a 1 ' or some otlier ''"uuun.'iv 
him, he sends forth n 1V0 • or any unusual object that disquiets 
haste to Their burrows ^ the others retreat" 
under the rocks A« tt,e \are *00 distant, ensconce themselves 
an enemy at a great dittnneJ"lt great clmckness of sight, and can discern 

The marmoAevtr ^ume SPf •""* 
and when apprehensive fm. +i • °jfensiv® attitude towards other animals. 
When afraifof anV settmrci '6ir their first consideration is retreat, 
tire families, and wander frnr^I^81011* forsake tIieir habitations in en-
where they deem it elioihle i ain to mountain until they find a spot 
they are driven to the hit evf cons, ruct new retreats. When, however, 
defend themselves with o-restt <-• and retr<3at is impracticable, they 
their teeth, with which C canTnfl'T againSt men and d°Ss; and? 
J' 5?Z —il aU who approach fw6ry ° MteS' and With 

of three or four ywmg onel^ Zand the litter usually consists 
yet been ascertained whether the Sometime®.as many as six. It has not 
a family are the produce of Hv y°ung, which with the parents compose 

produce of two years or of one year only. If the latter, 
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the numoer of the young indicates that there must be several brood-' 
year. In fJ® 

When the marmots retreat to their cells for their winter sleep ft 
generally very fat, and continue so for nearly three months; but afte^ 
they gradually decline, and are very thin by the time they awake r 
their torpid state they lie in the hay close to one another, and rolled 
like hedge-hogs, without exhibiting any appearances of life; but f u o ;  o J  \JX  JLIJLt/ 
be revived by a gradual and gentle heat. Prom fifteen to sixteen 7 
usually found together, and sometimes, but not often, two families are 
m the same burrow; and still more rarely is one marmot found alol 
During their winter sleep they are taken in great numbers, partly for • 
sake of their skins, which are used as furs, and partly for their flesh, £ 
is then considered by the mountaineers as an agreeable article of food ft-
which is not relished by persons of more delicate appetite. The fat of (1 
marmot, which tastes like hog's-lard, is considered by the inhabitants of 
! f to possess medicinal virtues. By the Savoyards they are chieft 
taken for the purpose of exhibiting them through various parts of Europe" \y°Ung °ne » easil^ doSiesticatedTTd 
Kt THs difficulty be taught to sit upright, or to walk on its hind 
rj, J 1S, sometimes even taught to dance with a stick between its paw. 
eat ™ of feats" In its tame state the marmofS 
almott evln? rtg T? ^ Whcn drinkinS> » ™ "at 
hension Tr h & , !w ' Poking round with watchfulness and appre-
for milk ?'•? veiT Iittle- most marked partiality is 
carefully witrhp/V * strongest aversion is towards dogs. Unless 
linen and fnrn'f 1 1S 77 destructive to all kinds of provisions, clothes, 
is not well Z J 7d the P°wer of toeth is such; that no cage that 
kept sufficientl W* iron can retain it in bondage. Tame marmots, if 
kept sufficiently warm, are able to dispense with their winter's sleep. 

THE MANIS. 
°+ t^8 genus present an appearance quite as extraordi-

J( Jsl evrpn'f tp-A p he armadillo tribe ; being covered on every part; 
These when the a ' ' 7 n exceedingly strong, large, and horny scales. 

r°", up, fiirnislf a suit of armor 
against the assaults of°U,Sr enemas Um°. evcn ,I|C 

harm!eL nature thpv ^^° their-feet, and their perfectly 
together with the. 7 ? otherwise want. The external covenug. 
tures an ZttZ lenSth of the body and tail, gives to these crea-
been called " scaW 1^ T» r®s,embIing tbat of the lizard, that they hare 
alliance with Z ft7 hfrds; These animals have, however, no proper 

mth the lKard tnbe; yet on a general vie^ of the animal king 
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dom, they may be admitted to be a link in the chain of beings which 
nects the proper quadrupeds with the reptile class. 

With the exception of their scaly covering, the animals of this 
have much resemblance to the ant-eaters in their structure and J i 
habits. Like them they live by thrusting their long tongue into the T-
of ants and other insects, and then suddenly retracting it into their 
and swallowing their prey. They are natives of India and the kli! 
isles. Our engraving represents the two species of the genus which 
distinguished as long-tailed and short-tailed. 

The long-tailed or four-toed manis is known in India by the name rf ft. 
phatagen. It is of a very long and slender form. The head is small and 
the snout narrow. The whole body, except beneath, is covered with broad 
but sharp-pointed scales, which are striated, or divided by small chaJ 

. like those of cockle-shells, throughout their whole length. The throat and 
belly are covered with hair The tail is more than twice thclenl 
the body and tapers gradually to the tip. The legs are verv short feac 
foot is furnished with four claws, of which those of the "fore-feet 
stronger than those of the hind. Both the tail and the legs are scaled'™ 

e same manner as the body. The color of this animal is of an uniform 
deep brown, with a yellowish cast, and with a glossy polished surface 2^ rf&sr*Iensth of five feet'from tip of the«s 
golh^buH^Sl^T676^0^ ,mani^ called in India the pan-
thunderbolt rentilp 1 1S > 13\ Sanscrit language, vajracite, or tie 
which are said^o be 2 222 °f the- 6XCessive hardne® of its scales, 
differs from The £ capable of even striking fire like a flint. This species 
tail in rnrbrSl ° f a much thicker and shorter form. He 
bodv • Ft is verv +V 22 ufy proportioned, not being so long as the 
terminating ve^v r»bf T and from thence tapering gradually, but 
foot- of which H.'rJ US6 Ti. } a^S° ^ve mstead of four-claws to each 
exterioT ele IS • °n ^ f°re,Feet are of «"»* strength, excepting the 
in the same' manne m,+u s .r. ^an the rest. This species is scaled 
are much laro-e 1 vi Prec 8> hut the scales difler in shape, and 
laieT snt 2TnT?^lder ^ ProPortion to the body and tail. In the 
those that are small ®,sPecies of pangolin the scales are smooth; but in 
base? In some sT5 f0 Printed about half way from the 
in others this is nnf 'If0118 aPew bristles are found between the scales; but 
hair. The l?ma?TwTi Thf par^ without scales are covered with 
glossy as the preceding ™ V''r~ .yoIJow-brown color, with a surface u 
are deposed tolSSKfit . It * "at™ of In<K<" »d """ff 
negroes) which I)es a j 1S . same animal (the Quogelo of the 
thft it ilre towfto the tr W"?a nativc * Guinea. He says, 
four; that it lives in woods n f ?lg feet' of wluch the tai1 isa')0-t 

takes by layin°- across their m.ars,hy Places, feeding on ants, which it 
viscid matter so that the ' ? 'S l ? 8 tongue which is covered with a 
themselves 'it walks ve ,ec s which attempt to pass it cannot extricate 
would bTfte weT of elS ite ck»s « ™der its fel,»' 
itself up, and ODnosino- tA^ave*?ous beast, had it not the power of rolling 
scales. The huFF-rv if i ® adversary a formidable defence of erected 
and after much fruitless0^31" J° Vaan^ assail3 it with his powerful claws, 

much fruitless exertion is obliged to leave it in safety. The pan 
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golin endeavors to elude the vigilance of man by retiring into holes in 
the rocks, and into burrows of its own excavation, where the female pro
duces and suckles her young. The negroes despatch the animal with 
blows of a stick, sell the skin to Europeans, and eat the flesh, which is 
white and savoury, and is highly relished by the natives. 

It is stated in the Asiatic Researches that the Malabar name of this 
animal is alungu, and that the natives of Bahar call it bajar-cit, or the 
stone-vermin. In the stomach of the specimen examined by Mr. Burt, 
and described by him in the above work, about a teacupfull of small stones 
was found. There were, indeed no traces of animal or vegetable sub
stances in its stomach or intestines; and Mr. Burt inclines to the opinion 
that it is capable of digesting and deriving nourishment from mineral sub
stances. It is more reasonable to conclude, however, that stones and 
gravel are merely swallowed by the pangolin to assist digestion. The 
tongue in the specimen (a small one) examined by Mr. Burt was about the 
thickness of the little finger at the root, tapering from thence to a point; 
and when dissected out, it was capable of being extended to a length more 
than equal to that of the animal exclusive of the tail. 

BLACK AND GRAY SQUIRRELS. 

SQUIRRELS, as might naturally be supposed, are exceedingly 
numerous in many of the aboriginal forests of North America, so 
that squirrel hunting is one of the favorite and more refined species 

of sporting amongst such as devote a day or two to "hunting frolics" on 
particular occasions; not solely for the sordid purposes of gain, but partly 
as a recreation from other and very different employments. Black and 
gray squirrels are the most commonly sought after; for, in addition to the 
fact of their being the most abundant, they are greatly esteemed as an 
article of food, and their skins are of more value than those of any of the 
other sorts. A party of six sportsmen will often kill 2000 or 3000 squir
rels—of various sorts—in a two or three days' excursion; but your regular 
backwood's bear and wolf hunter rarely condescends to make war upon this 
species of small game. From all the experience I have had in the forests 
of North America, I am decidedly of the opinion that black squirrels are 
far more abundant than gray ones, but why this is the case I have never 
been able to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion; for in their general 
habits, and their partialities for those sections of the country that produce 
some peculiar and favorite food, there appears not the slightest difference; 
and since their size and strength are nearly equal, I can see no good reason 
for the great disparity in point of numbers. Both the black and gray 
squirrels are migratory and erratic in their habits; for at particular seasons 
of the yea* some sections of the forests will literally swarm with them, while 
at other times, in the same situations, but a few solitary stragglers may be 
seen, leaping from branch to branch in the tops of the tall forest trees, 

o 
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The foresight (or by whatever name that instinctive peculiarity com 
to a large portion of the brute creation, may be designated) of the 
squirrel, is very remarkable; for although I have always been led to ^ 
sider it more shy and timid than either the black or red ones which fre ^ ~— t  J —— ~ vi  ibu  uucs  wmc 
the same localities, yet when a season of absolute famine has been 
ing, I have observed that it would run greater risks in commitW lii 
depredations upon the granary or corn-crib than would either of the oth 
species. In two or three seasons, when there was an entire faiW 
beechnuts, chestnuts, and the other sorts of food that these provident ink' 
itants of the wilderness chiefly subsist upon during the long winters Ik 
opportunities of becoming convinced of the fact as before stated. On it-
farm where I resided there stood a barn and granary within half a stone'-
cast of the bordering primeval forest, in which was stored a quantitvof 
Indian corn, wheat, and other kinds of grain. Until the autumn w 
advancing, I had scarcely seen a gray squirrel in the neighboring wood;-
but in the month of October I observed a few of them paying occasional 
Visits to my barn and granary; and, not wishing my grain to be stolenot 
destroyed with impunity, I shot two or three of the earliest intruders Oi 
those occasions I invariably found them carrying off fifteen or twenty • 
of Indian corn within the cavities of their cheeks; and being provided will 
comparatively small cheek-pouches wherein to stow away the pilfered prot, 
erty, it showed to what inconvenience they would subject themselves h 
oider to procure a little stock as the means of sustaining life through a 
long and rigorous winterWhether or not the few that had first visiter 

PJ!m!fS -A communicated the intelligence to their tribe that my bars 
• f„,T.1-eC Wn Su 2°, as ^ey might subsist upon during the approach-

nf at*3' ° T?°Urfu bave no means of knowing; however, by the earl; 
^ , , ovem ei there were several scores of them paving their daily 
n Won/ ° corn crib and wheat bin. A few red ones, and occasional!; 

fi 0ne^0r wo> resort to the same scene of plunder ; but I fouL-J 
carrvinF AG1<3 more mtent upon making a meal on the spot, than upon 
firnTS!? 7 a necessai7 suPply for the approaching winter. At tfc 
not nt °ne^ ^ere ?° uumerous, and audacious too, that when I wai I 
T hfirl tn^nf6' or, 110 lnclination to make war upon them with my gnn, I 
he qnmpfi Ce.ca °7 aS a s1e.n^ne^ to scare them back into the woods,wfc r 
those season* nfU? Sreat difficulty in effecting. In the springs succeeding 
adioinino- wonrl ^ f°und hardly any red or black squirrels in the 
a number of t)S ieJ ba(t evidently perished through absolute want; wft | 
Sun and ^ which had boen so fortunate as to escape.; 
Shtbeseen ^Ce-ded,m la^nS in a winter's supply at my expense, 
had been before^ braneh to branch, as agile and shy as they 

•ahI'r0Mh,?f winto; J «•» WP « 
graceful sa^aeiofiq ^ sn?aU an<l temporary pittance to so many of BJ gracetul, sagacious, and provident neighbors. 
black sauirrebPin n°* a(lapted for swimming, yet both gray®' 
are one or two' miW.™§ratory excursions, will venture across lakestha. 
In these adventm-ll X™ ,We11 as th<> largest of the American rive* 
breeze in which ^ ^ ^ generally take advantage of a favorable 
dering'the excursion I. ? acts upon their elevated tails, thereby i*1" 

frequently witnessed black squirrels crossing & 

1 
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Niagara River in considerable numbers; and I always remarked that: 
swam across when the morning first began to dawn. On reaching'' 
opposite shore they would appear greatly fatigued, and if unmij 
would take a pretty long rest preparatory to their setting oflf for the neiL 
boring woods, whither they were apparently led by the wonderful 
of instinct. ™!r 

THE BADGER. 
*0 very minute investigation is needed to satisfy us that the pro-

MWf greff °f c«ltlvation in any country must have considerable influent 
«Sb' II on the habits of the various tribes of its indigenous animals 
in time come to be exterminated, and others exist in greatly diminish 
numbers. The climate of England is just as suitable to them, but it is® 
several centuries since the wolf, and more recently the wild-cat, bees 
ex mc . mmals which are carnivorous and destructive to flocks aii 
herds are hunted down, and those which can only find security in tb 
recesses of vast woods fall easier and more frequent victims to their pur
suers as the country becomes cleared up. Some are destroyed for 4 I 

ue o eir skins, until the scarcity which ensues renders it necessr li 
.resort to other countries for the supply. Thus war is made* 

anima s w ich are perfectly harmless, as well as those which are really of I 
destructive and noxious habits. In the course of time, the breed of anima 
w lose exis ence is an object of anxiety to sportsmen and the lovers of t 
chase, can only be preserved in plantations, gorse-covers, or other shelters 
ana protected places, in which they are carefully guarded from Wiser® 
im e pursui . On the other hand, various animals multiply and spree 
themselves over the country in proportion as its richness and abundance 
eaLTTnTl bj\an extended and improving agriculture. It is from tb 
cause that the pheasant, which was scarcely known in Scotland at ok 
ES Td a® fre<luen% as in many parts of South Britain, ft . 
solitnrv life 4,^ev! -?iS ave dong since extinct in England but for ' 1 

able value ^ •+ n,s and its nocturnal habits. Its skin is of consfe-
bear's flesh fh 'if- ? ' at least the ham, is palatable, and resent 
men-enienre's 1 t" rw!-a * ^as always been affected or felt by spc' 
by dozens ' ° a badger may be seen in the meat-mark-

in the LmT™ ^ th® na*uralists before his day, the badger was cfc 
broken into sLa*18 &S i° ar- ®ub the Linnaean arrangement has •• 
of manv new « 10-nS a? s.ec°hdary groups, in consequence of the discover, 
anatomv hal he ammaIs the last half-century. Compart 
sdeS nrtoe- In m71 and closely studied; and new and mo 
on a larsv seaf C'v.' aced fr°m this source, have been applied practo 
general econnm a vna^.ur who have undertaken to investigate : 
general economy and habits of animals. The glutton, badger, and raecooft 
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formerly placed with the bear genus, have been formed into distil 
his classification depending upon certain peculiarities of habit or 

The badger, however, belongs, like the bear, to the class 0f ni ?^ 
animals, the formation of the extremities compelling it" to i t ^ 
whole sole in standing or walking; but while this peculiar! v 
points out its connection with the same family as the bear J • %•' 
from the bear by its dental formation. The influencT'of/v * 
formation of an animal is so important as generally to iffp t -f 
m o d e s  o f  l i f e .  I f  t h e  t e e t h  a r e  c a p a b l e T c u t t f n ^  a n ! ^  
must be endowed with activity, energy, or cunnine-°te t,i! 

animal food. The dental system in the badger is°adwted / to.°')tail1 

vegetable substances, and when in confinement it shoi?a 
ence to this kind of food. In its natural ^Sp r ?-T'ked Pref«-
fruits, insects, and frogs • and i? £Sf • ? \ -S cbeflJ UP® * 
young of pheasants, partridges, and other Mrds^hkh Srild the"^ 

penetrate the thick skin of the badger evenTfthe lSf h™' fif * 
were not sufficient protection S hair of the * 

broaSLSLt'and sut^dt ^ but its Mr 
a dog. The external cbSi - r 7 legS'lfc stands ™ch low £ 
pointed, ears S^ocSSSS"!??! r ^ T0* are~head 

short that it scarcely reaches to 11,1° viai * 1 , bead' and ^Si 

trailing along the SrmnJI ! u /f® middle of the bind legs; the 1 
gray; yellow towards the roots bfmM ^ ™al movesi colobasai 
deeper yellow at the tins wtS wlsh brown in the middle, and ol 
combined gives a grav annea™ mixtufe of deeP brawn and pale jelL _ 

The feet of theT* • v ^ .Color of the badger. F " [ 
being short and muscular Tt w" ?i l41i powerful claws> and || 
When attempted to be dus?'nutra% makes a subterranean habitation, [ 
much activity, forming behind •? pr°C6ed® from one point to another with so 
cult to be dug 0uT. ^hP K v1180??f out™k of earth, that it is diffi-
obtaining roots as food. The Vadi&r /eet also equally well fits it for 
m which to make his burrow y V. prefers a sandy or light gravelly soil 
different chambers and to '• J?1 bas one external entrance, leading into | 

spends the live-Ion & dav in ^ ^ ?rass an(^ an(^ here the animal 
food. The badger^lead^ m?v*ng °ut only at night in search of L 
in company even with the m(]S soj^ary an(l quiet life, not being found 
long, rolled up on^ts beci of^ 8 0Wn ®Pec^es- Sleeping aU dav 
with it, as it is always fat. to agree singularly well 
recesses of the woods for ifa 70u® . Invariably choosing the most secret 
peace, the badger is a scarry o° i 6 anywhere, it could remain in 
th^ee to five annually at one birth Tn number of its young is from 
and then taught to shift for ^ are suckled for five or six weeks, 
various means; moonlight nteU^j' ^beir numbers are kept down by 
food, affording the best onnn^t s'.,and when they leave their burrows for 
Though harmless, the badier ..Ir" op pursuing and destroying them, 
courage, and is no mean antaor. attacKed' sbows great resolution and 
weight; and from the manner In n' graPPling with a dog of twice its own 

manUer in wbich the under-jaw is joined to the skull, 
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keeping a firm hold with its teeth. The " sport" of badger-baiting was 
therefore one in which only the most brutal mind could find gratification. 
When the young are taken they may be easily tamed, and evince much 
docility and playfulness. No treatment, however kind, can change the 
character of the adult animal. 

The skin of the badger is not without value in commerce. It makes 
excellent pistol-holsters, and the hair is used in painters' brushes, and as 
trimmings for articles of dress. 

THE BEAVER. 

MUCH that is false and exaggerated has found its way into the 
common descriptions of the habits of these animals ; and the really 
extraordinary qualities which the species display, have been refer

red to an intelligence approaching that of the human race. The singular 
actions of the beaver are mggested by instinct alone—the same instinct 
which guides the ant and the bee. Each individual beaver is precisely the 
same in its faculties as another; they are all untaught—they are all incapa
ble of teaching—they all remain the same in point of intelligence from 
generation to generation. 

The exaggeration, which absurdly prevails with regard to the habits of 
the beaver, may be referred to unavoidable causes. The species are 
exceedingly timid and vigilant, and invariably labor in the night time. 
Thus, few persons, competent to observe them accurately, have had the 
opportunity of doing so. The greater part of our information is derived 
from the fur-traders and Indians; and these men are ignorant and credu
lous, deceiving themselves and deceiving others. The best account we 
have seen of the habits of the beaver is that by Dr. John Godman, 
Professor of Natural History in the Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania. 

The general aspect of the beaver, at first view, would remind one of a 
very large rat, and seen at a little distance it might be readily mistaken 
for the common muskrat. But the greater size of the beaver, the thick
ness and breadth of its head, and its horizontally flattened, broad and scaly 
tail, render it impossible to mistake it, when closely examined, for any 
other creature. 

In a state of captivity or insulation, the beaver is a quiet or rather stupid 
animal, evincing about as much intelligence as a tamed badger, or any 
other quadraped which can learn to distinguish its feeder, come when called, 
or grow familiar with the inmates of the house where it is kept. It is only 
in a state of nature that the beaver displays any of those singular modes 
of acting which have so long rendered the species celebrated. Their 
extraordinary instincts are applied to two principal objects: 1. To secure 
a sufficient depth of water to prevent it from being frozen to the bottom; 
2. To construct huts, in which they pass the winter. 
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If beavers choose a spot for their residence where the water is not of 
sufficient depth, they set about obviating the inconvenience by building a 
dam. The materials used for the construction of their dams are trunks and 
branches of small birch, mulberry, willow, poplar, &c. They begin to cut 
down their timber for building early in the summer, but their edifices are 
not commenced until about the middle or latter part of August, and are 
not completed until the beginning of the cold season. ^ The strength of their 
teeth and their perseverance in this work may be fairly estimated by the 
size of the trees they cut down. Dr. Best informs us that he has seen a 
mulberry-tree, eight inches in diameter, which had been gnawed down by 
the beaver. Dr. Godman saw, while on the banks of the Little Miami 
river, several stumps of trees, which had evidently been felled by these 
animals, of at least five or six inches in diameter. These are cut in such a 
manner as to fall into the water, and then floated towards the site of the 
dam or dwellings. Small shrubs, &c. cut at a distance from the water, are 
dragged with their teeth to the stream, and then launched and towed to 
the place of deposit. At a short distance above a beaver-dam the number 
of trees which have been cut down appears truly surprising, and the regu
larity of the stumps which are left, might lead persons unacquainted with 
the habits of the animal to believe that the clearing was the result of 
human industry. . 

The figure of the dam varies according to circumstances, bhould the 
current be very gentle, the dam is carried nearly straight across ; but when 
the stream is swiftly flowing, it is uniformly made with a considerable curve, 
having the convex part opposed to the current. Along with the trunks 
and branches of trees they intermingle mud and stones, to give greater 
security; and when dams have been long undisturbed and frequently 
repaired, they acquire great solidity, and their power of resisting the 
pressure of water and ice is greatly increased by the willow, birch, and 
other cuttings occasionally taking root, and. eventually growing up into 
something of a regular hedge. The materials used in constructing the 
dams are secured solely by the resting of the branches, &c., against the 
bottom, and the subsequent accumulation of mud and stones, by the deposit 
of the stream or by the industry of the beavers. 

The dwellings of the beaver are formed of the same materials as then 
dams, and are very rude, though strong, and adapted in size to the numbei 
of their inhabitants. These are seldom more than four old and six or eight 
young ones. . 

When building their houses, they place most of the wood crosswise and 
nearly horizontally, observing no other order than that of leaving a cavity 
in the middle. Branches which project inward are cut off with their teeth 
and thrown among the rest. The houses are by no means built of sticks 
first and then plastered, but all the materials, sticks, mud, and stones, if 
the latter can be procured, are mixed up together, and this composition is 
employed from the foundation to the summit. The mud is obtained Irom 
the adjacent banks or bottom of the stream or pond near the door oi the 
hut. The beaver always carries mud and stones by holding them between 
his fore-paws and throat. „ ., , 

Their work is all performed at night, and with much expedition. When 
straw or grass is mingled with the mud used by them in building, it is an 
accidental circumstance, owing to the nature of the spot whence the mud 
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was taken. As soon as any part of the material is placed . 
intended to remain, they turn round and give it a smart hW i{« 
The same sort of blow is struck by them upon 
when they are in the act of diving. tke water 

The outside of the hut is covered or plastered wifii ,i , 
autumn, and after frost has begun to appear. By fre^L^l i * 4e 

almost as hard as stone, effectually excluding their I t '9 

wolverene, during the winter. Their habit of wall-- m-7> ^ 
frequently during its progress has led to v, 1 Mg over die wort 
the tail as a trowel. of ^ 
them in a state of captivity, and, unless? be in thet i 13,retaine(1 bJ 
appears designed to effect no particular purpose Th? b 7 Ttiond 

have stood for some time, and been kent in In' iT ouses> when they 
consolidation of all the materials as to reo • ®come so fi™ from the 
of the ice chisel, or other ironinsVlentsToP ft eXertion and 

ous nature of such an undertaking?^ tten °pen' The labori-
known that the tops of the houses IrefLerV? 7 c„onceived> wten it is 
at the apex of the cone. Hearne rXflw7 fr°m four.to six feet« 
the crown or roof of the hnt woo avin8 seen one instance in which 

The door or hole leadh£?TT ?an eight f*et in thickness, 
farthest from the land and is nee ^aver-but is always on the side 
considerable depthTnirta^hl^ft^ °f ^ 
which is not divided into chambers. 7 °pemng mto the k> 

houses for the common1 use^TXXrhol?* Cm?perat® in the fabrication of 
m the same hut, labor toaetW In u T ® who are to live together 
which all seem to have a ioint ' t S c,0 racb°n> and the only affair in 
concert, is the dam, as this is del; a? ', upon which theJ labor in 
around all the habitations. S to keeP a sufficient depth of water 

its singular habitslire relLq ?sh?d ? J, distui;bed and pursued, all 
the nature of circumstances and this? 6 °I living cbanSed t<)S,lit 

same rivers. Instead of hn?l<r i occurs even in different parts of tie 
then in the banks of the stream wlf a-? and bouses> its only residence is 
sive excavation, and be content inf? lk,s.now forced to make' a more exten-
sagacitj is displayed by the hp*™ °?u manners of a muskrat. More 
stances, than in any other action it,"? ? accom™°dating itself tocircum-
it exercises to guard a^ain^f ri^f .Per^orms* Such is the caution which 
small trees, the stumps of whiVk ?Cj-0n' were ^ no^ ^or removal of 
have been cut down?the nr^S? r??6 ?e SOrt of animaI b7 ^ 
the vicinity. All excursions for th X ?ver would not be susPected in 

at night, and if it pass from •h° sake of procuring food are made late 
swims so far under water as not +r> -I ianotber during the day-time, it 
of such a voyager. On manv nn dfa®t suspicion of the presence 
the beaver formerly built houlel 1 3 of the Mississippi and Missouri, where 
such works are at present to k c®ord"ig to the mode above described, no 

aPPed in those localities. °und, although beavers are still to be 

distances from each other^which We h" ^ adJacent banks> at re8lltt 

bons are so enlarged within tw In b®en called washes. These excava-
water, in order to Whe whS /?. beaver can raise his head above 

weathe, without being seen, and when they are dis 
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turbed at their huts, they immediately make their way under water to 
these washes. 

The beaver feeds principally upon the bark of the aspen, willow, birch, 
poplar, and occasionally the alder, but it rarely resorts to the pine tribe, 
unless from severe necessity. They provide a stock of wood from the 
trees mentioned, during the summer season, and place it in the water 
opposite the entrance to their houses. They also depend, in a great degree, 
upon the large roots (of the nuphar luteum) which grow at the bottom of the 
lakes, ponds, and rivers, and may be procured at all seasons. 

The number of young produced by the beaver at a litter is from two to 
five. The young beavers whine in such a manner as closely to imitate the 
cry of a child. Like the young of most other animals they are very 
playful, and their movements are peculiarly interesting, as may be seen by 
the following anecdote, related in the narrative of Capt. Franklin's perilous 
journey to the shores of the Arctic Sea:—" One day, a gentleman, long 
resident in the Hudson's Bay country, espied five young beavers sporting 
in the water, leaping upon the trunk of a tree, pushing one another off, 
and playing a thousand interesting tricks. He approached softly under 
cover of the bushes, and prepared to fire on the unsuspecting creatures, 
but a nearer approach discovered to him such a similitude betwixt their 
gestures and the infantile caresses of his own children, that he threw aside 
his gun and left them unmolested." 

The beaver swims to considerable distances under water, but cannot 
remain for a long time without coming to the surface for air. They are 
therefore caught with greater ease, as they must either take refuge in their 
vaults or washes in the bank, or seek their huts again for the purpose of 
getting breath. They usually, when disturbed, fly from the huts to these 
vaults, which, although not so exposed to observation as their houses, are 
yet discovered with sufficient ease, and allow the occupant to be more 
readily captured than if he had remained in the ordinary habitation. 

To capture beavers residing on a small river or creek, the Indians find it 
necessary to stake the stream across to prevent the animals from escaping, 
and then they try to ascertain where the vaults or washes in the banks are 
situated. This can only be done by those who are very experienced in such 
explorations. The hunt takes place in winter, because the animal's fur is 
then in the best order. The hunter is furnished with an ice chisel lashed 
to a handle four or five feet in length; with this instrument he strikes 
against the ice as he goes along the edge of the banks. The sound produced 
by the blow informs him when he is opposite to one of these vaults. When 
one is discovered, a hole is cut through the ice of sufficient size to admit a 
full-grown beaver, and the search is continued until as many of the places 
of retreat are discovered as possible. During the time the most expert 
hunters are thu3 occupied, the others with the women are busy in breaking 
into the beaver's houses, which, as may be supposed from what has been 
already stated, is a task of some difficulty. The beavers, alarmed at the 
invasion of their dwelling, take to the water and swim with surprising 
swiftness to their retreats in the banks, but their entrance is betrayed to 
the hunters watching the holes in the ice, by the motion and discoloration 
of the water. The entrance is instantly closed with stakes of wood, and 
the beaver, instead of finding shelter in his cave, is made prisoner and 
destroyed. The hunter then pulls the animal out, if within reach, by the 
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introduction of his hand and arm, or by a hook designed for this u* 
ened to a long handle. Beaver-houses found in lakes or other 
waters offer an easier prey to the hunters, as there is no occasion fori 
the water across* w 

The number of beavers killed in the northern parts of Am• 
exceedingly great, even at the present time, after the fur trade Sj 
carried on for so many years, and the most indiscriminate warfare Ll! 
uninterruptedly against the species. In the year 1820 sixtv twM 
beaver skins were sold by the Hudson's Bay Company alone 7 ^ 
, "T 18 a subject of regret that an animal so valuable and prolific should 
be hunted in a manner tending so evidently to the extermination of til 
species, when a little care and management on the part of those interest 
Tevenur unnecessai7 destruction, and increase the sources of £ 

nated i/oll speaking, the beaver has been extern-
ated in all the Atlantic and m the western States as far flip 

and upper waters of the Missouri; while in 
hey are becoming annually more scarce, and the race will eventually be 

extingmshed throughout the whole continent. 

Missouri anTMiSSti°g+ ihe.fu"tries wat®red bJ the tributaries of the 

are verf Sn anfenlf u and Caution' as the se^es of the beaver 
by tSStltrW^m t0 det6Ct the recent Presence hunter 
clean before the tran i, u u ne®efs^rJ that the hands should be washed 
be employed to elnrlp ,e*i & e(^' an^ every precaution should 
to a°? f the Th« bait which » -I 
toreum") obtained fen rrei^re^ from the substance called castor (o» 
contaSi^ tZ£ tgZEZ- °f ^ 

esteemed b^tho^ti1 8easo° tbe beaver becomes very fat, and its flesh is 
cSfntheI!! *2? 6XCelIent f00d- Bat those ~^ 
wandering a lifeTrt/ &re ' and unfit for the table- They lead so 
tion of materials for ^ season,and are so much exhausted by the collec-
as by sucS thSr I s' °f t ie winter's stock of provisions, as well 
condftiom g lf y°img' as t0 be g^erally at that time invlypoor 

THE SABLE. 
•JLT ^m^with tb?eCl11S 80 much valued for its fur, belongs to the same 
«4§L and it is nearlv o^the*11 mart?n' which it greatly resembles in form, 

which are called vermiform S1Z?' „Tbe^ are of tbat class of 

sod shortness of their Wc 1 l? fCC0 °f the great length of their bodies 
ot their legs, which enables them to pass through very small 

f 
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apertures. The head of the sable is small and oval with QLA I 
a n d  l o n g  w h i s k e r s .  T h e  f e e t  a r e  l a r g e  e a c h  h a v , C  L  f e a E  

with white claws, which are short, hooked and verA A 3' urnis!l« 
animal is distinguished from others of the 'same [ ?0mted' This 
extended to the extremities of the toes and PTPH I ' ~ the fin 
somewhat bushy; it is Bve inches taj St wift the hir T'et,ili 

inches. The body is nearly of equal diamotnAj n ! measures eight 
season is thickly covered with hair, the color of th£ht hi 
cmerous at the bottom; the throat is cineroA ! at toP and 

east of the Anadir, nor in any parts deSin^ r ! ° f°™d to the 

forests, especially those of fir, in which the fursr/fb^' 7 prefer vast 

found. They are frequent in Kamtschatka ZA I ?reat,est beaut7 are 
Th w61Ii •pr°per limit extends from 50°' to 58° nS Mt "ath® Kurile 
The sable lives m holes in oni.fi i , north latitude. 

times, like the marten, forming nests i'n°ti T tfieroots of trees; some-
fSlht7 .from one to another, ft is verv fitelv'e®S\a with great 
the night, but generally sleens in I rl niuch m motion during 
during the night, if the feSer be eleaPu J'#0" ?b»d t. seekit,^ 
tires to sleep. It is verv pnnr.n^A j di, but if otherwise it re-
of a larger size than S1.C° wfas°eTs Tntfdes^ZSi 
prey m summer ;in winter it is said' infn ^ ares> form its usuaI 

tridges; it will also eat fruit esDeciall A /I ds' particularly par-
mdeed, stated that fruit and berries formthe —'sefvice"tree> anditi«. 
ence in autumn. During this season Vw P™cipal part of its subsist-
table diet causing their skins to itch I are ab bPe worst, their vege-
trees. When very unsuccessful n U they rub off their fl"' against 
fore_ pressed by hunger, the sable fnlln™ ,researcpes for food, and there-
the jackal does the lion, to partake of /]'" S ars> gluttons, and wolves, as 
. The females, towards tLTndof'M h\0verPIus of their meals, 
duce from three to five youno- which the bcSinning of April, pro-
It seems that the sable is cam We r i • suckle about four or five weeks, 
relates an instance of one that was °J renc,ered very docile. Steller 
bishop of Tobolsk, which used to waAdme uCated in the Palace of the A'^ 

* USed t0 wa«der about the city and visit the neigh 

£23% Sy ine-ss f *• % - <«° -
a ords it. Indeed, there is no article Jn Pursu^ of the animal which 
tress is endured or more peril incmAri to obtain which more dis 
which is carried on in the depth of W +' n dn the chase of this animal, 
ice, and in the deepest snows in tv,, efT~among mountains covered with 
w ich man has yet penetrated. The L° ?'St and most desolate regions to 
n«r+ !? operation of fatigue cold a A V rs are 0pten overcome by the 

i iides. Formerly, in the Russian 7? "n§er' and perish in those remote 
™P°sed upon the exiles who mpir®' tbe hunting of the sables was 

country became more popuS tb A *6rf banished to Siberia. As that 
populous, the animals retired into the remote forests 
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and mountains; and it was the further pursuit of them which led to the 
discovery of Eastern Siberia. We suppose that an account of the manner 
in which the hunting of the sable is at present conducted in that country 
will not be without interest to our readers. 

The sable-hunters form themselves into parties of from five to forty each. 
The last subdivides into smaller parties, each of which has a leader; but 
there is one person who directs and controls the whole. Each party is 
furnished with a small covered boat, laden with provisions; they are also 
furnished with a vessel to bake their bread in, and there is a dog and a 
net to every two men. Each party is provided with an interpreter for the 
country which it intends to penetrate. Every party then sets out in the 
direction prescribed by the leader. They go against the stream of the 
rivers, drawing their boats up until they arrive in the hunting country. 
There they stop, build themselves huts, and remain until the rivers are 
frozen and the season commences. Before they begin the chase their 
leader assembles them together, when they join in prayer to God for suc
cess and safety, and afterwards separate. The first sable each party takes 
is called " God's sable," and is dedicated to the church. 

The small parties then penetrate into the woods, and mark the trees as 
they advance, that they may know their way back; and when arrived in 
the hunting quarters, they form huts of trees and bank up the snow around 
them. Near these they lay their traps; then they advance farther and 
lay more traps; still building new huts in every quarter, and returning 
successively to every old one, to visit the traps, and take out the game, 
and skin it, which none but the chief of the party must do. The traps are 
a sort of pit-fall, with a loose board placed over it, baited with fish or 
flesh. When the sables become scarce, the hunters trace them in the new-
fallen snow to their retreats, placing their nets at the entrance, and some
times have to remain waiting two or three days on the watch for the 
appearance of the animal. Another way of taking the sable is by placing 
a piece of timber from tree to tree horizontally ; near one end of this a bait is 
placed. Oyer this piece of wood another is suspended obliquely, one end 
slightly resting on a post, and a rod extending from it to a noose to which 
the bait is fastened. As soon as the sable seizes the meat, the upper 
timber falls and kills him. 

During this time the hunters are supplied with provisions by persons who 
are employed to bring it on sledges from places on the route where they 
are obliged to form magazines. The hunters are sometimes reduced to 
dreadful extremities from the failure of their provisions, and sometimes 
they perish. The^ following passage from the " Travels of Bell of Anter-
mony," published in 1763, besides describing another mode of taking the 
sable, mentions a curious process resorted to for suppressing the cravings 
of appetite. " The sables are not caught in the same manner as other 
animals. The fur is so tender that the least mark of an arrow, or ruffling 
of the hair, spoils the sale of the skin. When the hunter finds the track 
of a sable in the snow, he follows it perhaps for two or three days, till the 
poor animal, quite tired, takes refuge in some small tree—-for it can climb 
like a cat; the hunter then spreads his net around the tree, and makes a 
fire; the sable, unable to endure the smoke, immediately descends and is 
caught in the net. I have been told by some of these hunters that, when 
pinched with hunger in some of these long chases, they take two thin 
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boards, one of which they apply to the pit of the stomach, and the otto • 
the back opposite to it; the extremities of these boards are tied with i 
which are drawn tighter by degrees, and prevent their feeling thee™!? ' 
of hunger." b 

When the season is concluded, the hunters reassemble—report to tt • 
leader the number of sables each has taken—make complaints of off? d 
against their regulations—punish delinquents, and divide the spoil Tl? 
then continue at head-quarters until the rivers are clear of ice when ft 
return home and deliver to every church the dedicated furs ' 

What is commonly called the American sable is now known to be • «. 
tinct species. It is a larger animal than the true sable of Siberia • it i. „f 
a glossy, silver, black color, which is paler towards the fore-quarters a 
slightly red about the nose; the tail and legs are velvet black the hair 
silky and the fur very beautiful. The hunters call it the fisher but i 
properly, as it by no means frequents the water, but its habits areata 
entirely similar to those of the animal to which our attention is more par
ticularly limited. As the skins of these animals are not so valuable as 
5S «» . - rented in ™ 
vingj does not hesitate to shoot them. 

THE OTTER. 

AhostiH fvC?fr'n ̂  , Jzaa,k ^a^on at their head, have an inveterat 
rival in tbf d t inasmuch as it may be regarded as then 

~ ~ . er unon tfi a q ® ^uctl0n of the finny race, but not a fair rival, m 
and works like a nnnAi' lr^,ces.sant m its exertions, voracious in the extreme, 

Sr iUn^ t]?e.night' nefariously thinning the river 
ment The rnm'r.lo" r depriving the angler of his anticipated enjoy-
« £ m u f  4 " - '  

' e ; r ^ ^  " A S  T't fu ? as a witness against him. 
remaining qifiet^n^t^ler^S- !!-u °5fcer *s in t*act a nocturnal beast of prey, 
depredatmM and^r!nf a th-e niSht has set in, when it begird its 
retire. The'ease and ,!!!]Ue n nil the first beams of sunrise warn it to 
its victims are astonishing" raW aAw^ e™.Iu.tio?s durinS the e]mjf 
as is its speed the otter if,A •? , s tIie trout is in its motions, arrow-lite 
celerity; he follows the fisb S wn' for ^is perseverance is equal to te 
paguilU -mi double' 

Fishes seem to WA JL - ?- f.enerally insures success, 
seen to collect into a sbnnlmS ina e dread of the otter, for it has been 
them before it until the sn ea^ number of trouts in the river, and drive 

The otter usuaUv tw Jflf- Gr P*rth thrown themselves on shore. , 
overhanging the water e«n anJ convenient excavation in the bant 

O o tae water, especially if covered and concealed by the twisted 
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roots of a tree, or overarched by intertangled shrubs or bushes. Buffon says 
that the otter will even take up its abode among piles of floating wood. 
Sometimes, however, its retreat is at a considerable distance from its usual 
fishing haunt. In the month of March, or early in April, the female brings 
forth her young, from three to five in number, upon a bed of sticks or grass, 
in the excavation she has chosen for their concealment, and she attends them 
with great solicitude. The strength of the instinctive attachment for her 
young is thus noticed by Steller. " Often," says he, " I have spared the 
lives of the female otters, whose young ones I took away. They expressed 
their sorrow by crying like human beings, and followed me as I was 
carrying off their young, which called to them for aid in a tone of voice 
very much resembling the crying of children. When I sat down in the 
snow they came quite close to me, and attempted to carry off their young. 
On one occasion when I had deprived an otter of her progeny, I returned 
to the place eight days afterward, and found the female sitting by the river, 
listless and desponding, who suffered me to kill her on the spot, without 
making any attempt at escape. On skinning her, I found she was quite 
wasted away with sorrow for the loss of her young. Another time I saw 
at some distance from me an old otter, sleeping by the side of a young one 
about a year old. As soon as the mother perceived me, she awakened the 
young one, and enticed him to betake himself to the river; but as he did 
not take the hint, and seemed inclined to prolong his sleep, she took him up 
in her fore paws, and plunged into the water." It is during the spring 
and summer months, while the young of the otter are dependent upon the 
mother's care, that the destruction she makes among the fish is most consid
erable ; she has not only her own wants, but those of her offspring to provide 
for, and her exertions during the silent hours of night are unremitting. 

The sport of otter-hunting, formerly maintained by country gentlemen 
for the sake of the diversion, may be regarded as having been brought to* a 
close in England, with the termination of the last century, and is now only 
practised for the sake of extirpating a noxious animal. At the present day, 
few or no packs of otter-hounds are kept. 

SEAI HUNTING. 
) RANTZ, in his "History of Greenland," has fully detailed the 

JL modes of taking this animal, in use among the Greenlanders. 
The seal is of far more importance to the Greenlanders than the 

sheep is to us, or the cocoanut tree to the Indian. Therefore, among the 
Greenlanders, a man who cannot catch seals is held in very light esteem. 
It is the ultimate end kept in view in all the training of children. It is 
the only art to which they are trained from infancy, and it is by the exer
cise of it that men maintain themselves, make themselves agreeable to 
others, and become useful members of the community. 

The Greenlanders have three ways of taking seals: either^ singly with 
the bladder, or in company by the clapper hunt, or in the winter on the 
ice; to which peculiar methods that of shooting may now be added. 
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^Yhen the Greenlander, properly equipped for hunting, obsern- ft 
harp seal, he endeavors to surprise it unawares, and approaches with • 
wind and sun in his back, that he may not be seen or heard by it m 
he comes within four, five, or six fathoms of the animal, all his imnlerl ' 
being in previous readiness, he transfers the oar to his left hand andtald 
the harpoon (to which an inflated bladder is attached by a long strin»? 
his right, launches it with all his force against the seal. The momenta 
animal is pierced, the man throws the bladder, tied to the end of the strin^ 
into the water, on the same side that the seal runs and dives whirl' 
instantly does like a dart. The seal often drags the bladder under wa to 
but from its size, it is so great an impediment that the animal soon fc 
and must come up again in about a quarter of an hour, to take breath 
The man hastens to the spot where he sees the bladder ascend antto 
soon as the seal appears, throws an unbarbed lance against it. This lane 
always comes out of the wound it has inflicted, and the man continues1 

employ it until the seal is quite exhausted, when he runs a smaller lane 
into it, and kills it outright; but he immediately after closes the wound 
order to preserve the blood. 

fn e?n Sp®cieS 0f seaI found in Greenland, only one, thehar 
by the natives attarsoak, which is the most stupid and careless 

orp tntA aUL m f mann.er- Some °tber species, more careful or timid, 
are taken by several men in company, in what Crantz calls the "clapper 
S; Pn f3 Proce.ss tbe men cut off their retreat, and frighten fe 
must pnmp't +b° appJ.n®' sb°utmg, and throwing stones; but as the seals 

1 n frequent intervals to draw breath, the me: 
loner lindpr un'til at last the animals are obliged to remain s 
surfacet <>S Wh6n the^ do come up they stay so long 
tion men an 63,87 °PPortunitJ of effecting their c 

DiSf °f killing seals C^pon the ice) is mostly practised in 
nroeeodincr e bays are fr°zen over in the winter. Several methodsc? 
the ice at^vV lf+hP seals themselves sometimes make holes is I 
seatHi™ ̂  they come to breathe. Near such a hole the Greenlander 
from the rnl^hl a f > resting his feet on one that is lower, to keep them 
nuts its nose fn fi,0 I J13 f wutching; and when the animal comes and , 
breaking the i1Ai ° i10 G' Pierces it instantly with his harpoon; and then, 1 

methodfs IaiFGf.' bf d™ H out and kills it quite. Another 
other holes from wb- ^ lu S Upon his b<% on a kind of sledge, near i 
bask themselves in fr1C seals come out occasionally upon the ice to j 
made at which an tb6 3Un' . ear this great opening another small one is ' 
Cpo'on with' an218 statione who holds, inserted through iU 
ice ?ooksTito ltr!7,l0ng ̂ aft or P°Ie- Tho 'man who lies upon tie 
he then makes a sio-^,1 + u perceives a seal under the harpoon; 

zvo, tlrrts im 

.iM" trr -"ri 0P.. ».*» 
grunting of a seal so thIt ^War s waggmg his head and imitating r:-
own harmless P°0r animal> concluding it to be one of ® 
it with his long dart. 10nS' 8 tbe man to c°me near enough to P'erC-

When the current wears a large opening in the ice in spring, the Green-
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landers station themselves all around it, waiting till the seals • , 
droves thither to take breath, when they kill them with their ^ 
Many also are killed on the ice while they lie sleeping and snoringtj 

An interesting account of the habits of the seal, as observe • 
Orkney and Shetland Islands, is given in the 'Fauna Orcadensis'of K 
Eev George Low, minister of Birsa and Haray, from which w 1 
the following particulars : exte: 

Seals are very numerous in these parts, especially in the desert 
sea rocks hat are separated from the land: there they lie in dZ u 
the sea is low, and in season bring forth their young roves when 

The seal swims with great rapidity, and, before a gale of wind isftlhf 
frolic, jumping and tumbling about, sometimes throwing itself enfebo 
of the water, and performing many awkward o'amhnlQ nf looi r • 
Its wonted rock or cavern, and there remaining till the storm is oraTf 
seem to have much curiosity. If people are nasi ^ a* 4* 
come up very close, stare at them, and follow them a coLiderabI?£ 

small sandy bay? which is 
Low used to observe that when the hell and lk 

. seals within hearing would swim directlv for the°sb ^ ̂  
while the helk or.rZ.Z- - ,,.y the shore> and would remain 
wonder, but without alarm™51118' °° S 4 with much aPPear«e»( 

nete Ind'shof fo^th? ^the northem coasts> ^th with 
crediWyinformed that'NTrfi°i sbins and oil. JfcLovw, 
and that very ^ood liam« 01 1 ^na^s^a ^ej were taken also for eating, 
bers of selKut ur, ZZT ™deJ them" He had seen large 
ably well • but the flp«l f2° '!°, * tke Joung ones might eat toler-
mil tr^y Mfe^fL Wi °neS C0!,rse »d 

that the peonle ofRorlm t not 80 much surprised as Mr. Low, 
from Pennant that seals fn & S,'l ej* sea's- He was probably aware, 
even in England as armen M found a place at the tables of the great 
by Archbishop Neville rn fh r°-n cZ °f fare od" t'le famous feast giren 
«1 •we„ SfnTattc'S °f M"ard IV'. 

ann/nufii^m Pomon'ai?»," 5" *3 h!" <ime Che dM «<*)•**'•' 
returned without 200 or 300 seals S^nd him^ to Soliskerry, and seldom 
and forty men, who as soon a« ilT' WaS ,manned with between thirty 
a few who remained on board to !•/ C*ame ?P Wlth the rock' landed—except 
diately surrounded tlm receive what the others killed—andimine-
with Clubs, commenced Wiring WWe then on 0ne arad 

itself in jackina • that is entt Z1,on head, and another employed 
another party put the nrorl mg °i sk*n with the blubber on it, while 
any scabLeiSf^ "iS "* H 
on board and set sail aq fn* • was accomplished, they hastened 
remained, as, if it blew un ^ m danSer & weather while thej 
When they returned homo' . w ^ ̂ possible for them to get to their boats, 
auction, pLuSng fi'eT ^2^" XTMed'and S°ld 

about thirty shillings for his =ibQ i=s eac'b i and each man generally got 
gS t0r hls ®bare, after allowiiig a third for the vessel, and 
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something more than a common share for the master. When the "jacks" 
were sold the blubber was cut from the skin and boiled down into oil, 
which sold well. The skins were fastened to the walls of the houses till 
dry, and were then sold to the trunk makers and others for eight pence or 
a shilling apiece, small and great. Mr. Low adds that the local tanners 
dressed the seal skin both for shoes and breeches, but they did not answer 
very well for the former, being soft and spongy, but, when properly man
aged, they did well for breeches. They were also dressed, with the hair 
on, for saddle covers; and very beautiful skins are sometimes made into 
waistcoats. 

We recur to Pennant for further information concerning the treatment 
of seals in Scotland. He informs us that on the coast of Caithness there 
are immense caverns opening into the sea, and running some hundred yards 

* beneath the land. These are the resort of seals in the breeding time, 
where they continue till their young are old enough to go to sea, which is 
in about six or seven weeks. The first of these caves is near the Ord, 
the last near Thrumster; their entrance is so narrow as only to admit a 
boat, but within they are very spacious and lofty. In the month of Octo
ber, or beginning of November, the seal hunters enter the mouth of the 
caverns about midnight, and rowing up as far as they can, they land. 
Each man is provided with a bludgeon, and when properly stationed, they 
light their torches and make a great noise, which brings down the seals 
from the further end of the cavern in a confused body, with fearful cries 
and shrieks. At first the men are obliged to give way, for fear of being 
overborne; but when the throng has passed, they kill those that straggle 
behind, which are chiefly the young, by striking them on the nose, where 
a very slight blow destroys them, though they are otherwise exceedingly 
tenacious of life. "When the work is over, the seals are dragged to the 
boat, which two men had been left to guard. Tins process is attended with 
great hazard, for should the torches go out, or the wind blow from the sea 
while the men remain in the cave, their lives are lost. 

Those who pursue the seal rather for sport than profit, adopt another 
method, of which the following description has been furnished: 

" One fine October morning I accompanied a military friend in quest of 
the seals. "We embarked in a boat from Mull. The major's body servant 
carried two double barreled rifles, and had brought an oblong wooden box, 
fitted with a square piece of glass at one end, to be employed in searching 
below the surface of the water for any dead seals that might be lost. The 
boat was manned by four stout highlanders, who rowed us among certain 
small rocky islands, with which the sea in that part is studded; numerous 
goats and sheep pick up a living on these barren rocks, the verdure being 
particularly scanty, though the short grass, I was told, is very nourishing. 
In a nook of one of these islands we put the boat, and leaving the crew 
with an injunction to remain perfectly still, ascended the craggy side of 
the land; behind a fragment of rock the keen sportsman crouched with 
rifle cocked, his eye ranging over the expanse, his whole figure and expres
sion of countenance denoting eagerness, mingled with caution, lhere was 
a long silence of expectation, and the whole scene, as I lay watching the 
surface of the water, struck me as one of the wildest and most interesting 
that I ever witnessed. The sea was calm as a lake, the sun shining lull 
upon it; lofty ridges of heather-covered hills now glowing with warm light, 
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and then subdued by passing shadows, formed a romantic baoW , 
The shores were lined by steep cliffs and reefs of jagged rocks in« 
far into the sea and the islands before mentioned, on oneTwff?"' 
seated, varied the scene still more with color and picturesaue W, n? 
seal m such a calm scene ventures from the ocean depths to inhakth^ 
and seeing no object to alarm, sports above the wave, or swimst SiS 
like a  dog,  occasional ly  landing on pieces  of  rock,  and baskW nfiv 
Several of these singular animals soon showed their heads above tie IT' 
cultT hitm?b/ai- ?vUntil thly aPProached ^thin shot. It is ery S' 

yards they are frequently killed." one hundred 

FISHERIES. 

wateTtS tfii'Z'i7 threo-!iurths »f tie globe is covered 
A beings as thetd "b„?S£ diffiHf F with 

tigation into their naturp 'nnd i ^difficulties winch arise when an inves-
observation comparatively unknown8 ^ attemPted' renders this fieldof 

most familiar to us our knowledge to Y 9 "cerning even some which are 
lating facts renders the proves? of ffiffi t'- i dl®cultJ of acc™-
ance and industry of QiLn ^formation slow. Still, the perseyer-
study of ichthyolo^\^fii^^p * ,c mi?^s ha™ done much to render the 
been removed and suffieionf11, G1iGS " anJ difficulties and obscuriteshave 

It maybecoSeSaif J110™ to. « «« to know mere, 
of fishes. They are ^ -° ^1Ve m°st approved arrangement 
beings, jP.H-e fonrti 'class of 
classes —viz. cartilnmVrma -r u\ ass 1S divided into two sub-
bones are gristly and^in fho Af8 * osseous fishes. In the former the t 
animals, the matter of which the* ' tIl0uS1:i Iess so than those of land 
tioned. 01 Whlch tieJ are composed being differently propor-

having the jam°Gxedand^e^f6(1 ju° ?rders : — Oyclostomi, 
e- 9-, the lamprey. 2. Selaoffi; &Ua ad with numerous openings-
toothed like a comb—9the rnv- ' Q"S? instead of jaws, and the gills 
sturgeon. kturiones, having the gills free—the 

have fibrous bontsand^xed1^6'1 mt° Six orders > ~1- the Plectognathi 
Pave gilk in the form of1?^ the 2. the Lopobmchii 
Malacopterygii Abdominales 1 roaad tufts—the hippocampus. 3. The 
the ventral fins placed far behind f,rays. of the fins generally soft, and 
Suhbrachiati have mils resemPr ~Y salmon- 4. The Malacopterygii 
fins are placed either before 11!°^ tooth of a comb, and the ventral 
behind them—the whitinc % rm P®otoral fins, between them or a little 
Without ventral fins IP a «ni" a ~Padacopterygii Apodes are footless, or 

-*-11 the Acanthopterygii the first rays 
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thVsW-fish.Supp0rted hy a Spinous process> and pointed like a thorn. 
The fins exercise considerable influence on the bsblta Ar c l 

the substitutes for limbs. The pectoral or breast-fin assist? '• an(i 316 

the upper part of the body, and gives a direction to its motion-
or back-fin steadies it; the ventral or belly-fin acts as an oar '0 1 
it along; the vent or hind-fin, with the pectoral fin, kTeps the fi 

off>fches 

SWORD-FISH. 

„ fcLttL70rdfh- — sMk> procured for the fish a namo P V  * employrnent, has in all nations 
ric character common to the species is ̂ haTthl h Tk g<* 
terminates in a sword-shaned !l™t +i \ u w e uPPer jw 
the gill-membrane has eight rays and that the hT^ iS teeth'tkt 

scales. The two principal sne'eiea « J 1S roundlsh and without 
broad-finned sword-fish. The en 16 j com™on sword-fish, and tie 
a native of the Mediterranean .. ™m?n. sword"fisi1 is considered as properly 
and has been found E 7'"™ into*»***• 
along that of Africa as fa? nTftf r? °f ?"roPe as far as tba Baltic, and 
round body, and SaXXI• T °f G°°d HoPe" ^ ̂  a long and 
flat, and LbKJT? M' .«»"»»«» 
extending to a much s-reat'e>< L> mS m a point, but the upper 
is what is usually called the « . nJ>^. the lower. This prolonged part 
and four inches wide at the W,!' = 1Sr a bon7 substance between three 
vidual to which J £on2s anHL aCC-°rdl?g t0 the Prions of the indi-
by a strong epidermis S'seai pPenng ° a sharP Poillt" Jt * 
A deeply impressed line o? f S m' roup the touch like sand paper, 
and three similar feci on ft et d°/n the middle of the W* 
back, which r„M • A has onl^ * "" " 
mencement, and sinkino- o,,ria„ 1 , ° of it. It is very high at the com-
to within a short distance of the f'-i ?com?s ver7 shallow, and is continued 
vent-fin, which is placed nearly ™ ' te™lr>ating in an elevated point. The 
small, and much wider at each extrJ^'l in -part bePeath'is mode.rate1/ 
are rather small, and of a linr^i ± ^ n ln middle. The gill-fins 
shaped, and on each°sit1tCfto Wihape' T,be taiI is large and crescent' 
finny appendage. The o-ono„i '»°ay, immediately before it, is a strong 
a deep steel-blue cast on the head°a°nd ^ fish is brown> accomPanied b? 
white on the sides and abdomen Tf upP?r parts' and inclininS to Sllv31? 

d as much as twenty feet i? lArLit ^6S grows to a ver^large s®' 
longth. Pennant mentions one cast on 
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shore near Laugharne, Caermarthenshire, the head of which aW •, 
seventy-five pounds, and was furnished with a snout three feet Ion* 

The sword-fish is very active in its movements and voracious in f, , 
tite. It feeds on the smaller kinds of fish, which it kills hv Wa • 
with its sword. It is said to be in particJaTa verTm-eYt f®8 ttem 

t u n n y ,  w h i c h  i s  d e s c r i b e d  b y  B e l o n  t o  b e  a s  m u c h  a l a r m e d  b v E ^  
ance as a sheep is at the sight of a wolf. 7 *ar' 

This fish is highly esteemed as an article of food bv the , 
buy it up eagerly at any price at the commencement of the seaS" A 
lasts from May to August. They cut it into pieces, and saltISn 
use. This process was in ancient times particularlv 
town of Thun in the bay of Tarentum whence the f iAr f  iin 

Jiurianus.A description of the ancient manner r>flt I? Umw 

been left re by Str.fi>, fr„m wtoH appS that S"8 " " 
same as that now in use A mnl 1L?P ,• J ? Process ™ & 
sea; and as soon as he discovers the fish "P°Q " , overhang i 
ance of the tonrse it has Sin a J •' " « 
and on seeing the swSdS dire^t^f " ̂  
they think thfmselvTlithin «ach th^ SWards "b A!»"» 
taking in his hand a harnonn In • ,1 1n. e mas' descends, and 
the fish, sometimes at a considerable rWtf ° attjiclicd, strikes it into 
its agitations and attemntsT 2 dlstanc«- After being wearied with 
the fish is seized and drawn into tRaT ̂ The^ 
ermen have an unintelligible cbinf „•] • 1' xi suPersbtious Sicilian fist-
part of their apparatus r,.s,,i' ' |TU<| . ^ regard as a most essential 
W, the SsherEte » GMet : « 
being to attract and detain the fill! efficacy as a charm, its operation 
some Italian words in it ^ near.the boat- There are certainly 
fish would dive into the water 'wl 1S S tbat tbe men believe that tie 
a word of Italian * md be Seen 110 more * it happened to tar 

The broad-finned swwd-fish i« Af Q xn-
the preceding, and is also dw • i. blllner and more elegant form than 
and by vcry%n r Sl!lrr^n/^Sn^lshed by an extremely broad back fin, 
wanting in the other. 1 The o-e <^rac1lc appendages, which are entirely 
white, except in the back )iM,i1C|a-, co °!" °f the fish is of a silvery-bluish 
are of a deep blue fadinvWr. i' '.a 6ns, which in the living animal 
found in the Brazilian and P,t Tat™ dried sPecime»s. . This fish is 
where and elsewhere it is 1 II,. , an seas> and also in the Northern seas, 
formidable weapon. A sneoime wbales, piercing them with its 
situation in the British Museum ° i ? b occupies a very conspicuous 
specimens of detached swords "r'1 case, which also contains three 
the common sword-fish. ' n same room there is a specimen of 

The C3ipt9)ii} of an JbjcLsij X 1* 
of an astonishing but not sin m*an ,sen^ Sir Joseph Banks an account 
of this broad-finned speS fce of !he str4*b an individual 
by its sword in such a manner that 'If °f bls sflip was Pierced 

through almost to its base rtm • ,w,as completely imbedded, or driven 
of the shock. It is TfLunL ™aUavinS been killed by the violence 
either killed in this manner or eloo circ.u™stance that the fish is generally 
J weapon, for could it effect tbi« ,?eraes from being unable to withdraw 
m c°osequence of the leak • ml object the vessel must inevitably founder 

leak> and> lndeed, instances are recorded in which 
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some vessels, probably old or of slight description, have been greatly endan
gered or even lost, in consequence of having been struck by a sword-fish. 
In the present instance, the wood, with the sword imbedded in it, was sawed 
out and is now in the British Museum, where it forms one of the detached 
swords just mentioned. # 

Pliny mentions the power of the sword-fish to transfix vessels; ana this 
was for a long time regarded as one of the exaggerated statements which 
are so common in the works of the ancient naturalists. Dr. Shaw thinks 
that Pliny, not being acquainted with the distinction of species, must have 
attributed to the common sword-fish what is true only of this species; but 
Dr. Shaw must have been in error, as the operation seems to be as often 
performed by the common fish as by that with the broad fin—a fact which 
does not appear to have been ascertained when he wrote. Dr. Jerome V. 
C. Smith, in his Natural History of the Fishes of Massachusetts, 1833, 
describes the common sword-fish as frequent off that coast, contrary to the 
ordinary opinion, which restricts it to the Mediterranean, and to the Atlan
tic coasts of Africa and Europe. That he means the common and not the 
broad-finned species is however evident, as he gives a figure and a detailed 
description. He then proceeds to relate instances of transfixion performed 
by this fish such as Dr. Shaw would restrict to the broad-finned species. 
Dr. Smith seems to have seen specimens of the fish which he describes, but 
he mentions that his practical information is derived from Mr. Dagget, an 
aged person, who has pursued the business of a pilot for half a century. 
Upon the whole, it seems evident that his information, the substance of 
which we proceed to give, applies to the common sword-fish, although it is 
to be regretted that he could not acquire distinct information concerning 
the smaller sword-fish of which he had heard mariners speak, and which 
he at first supposed might be the makaira, but which in the end he con
cluded must be the young of the common fish. There is no doubt, how
ever, that, although, on the authority of Dr. Smith and his authorities, 
we are bound to consider the ensuing facts as applying to the common 
species, the whole is equally true of the broad-finned one. There is m 
fact little, if any, known difference in their habits. 

Our author observes, that the fish u is evidently possessed of a highly 
irritable disposition, and therefore appears to be constantly involved in 
perilous and fearful difficulties. It is voracious, and yet without teeth; 
and though it seems to be the knight-errant of the deep, by meddling with 
the affairs of others, in which it has no personal interest, it also appears, at 
other times, to be at open war with whatever moves in the liquid element. 
Whales of prodigious magnitude, though truly peaceably disposed, if 
by chance they get within the sphere of its vision, are butchered without 
mercy. Whenever the sword-fish fails of accomplishing the death of this 
great animal, it is oftener because the sword is not long enough to pene
trate through the thick sheet of blubber to the vitals than from any want 
of exertion on the part of the warlike assailant." , 

Notwithstanding this view of its character, it seems to us that the swor 
fish aims its formidable thrusts at vessels, not so much from a disposition 
to attack everything that falls in its way, as under the impression that the 
said vessels are whales, or other great fish; and may not the fact, that 
vessels are rarely if ever so attacked in the Mediterranean, be in a great 
degree owing to this—that there are not in that sea any fish so large that 
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a sword-fish of ordinary penetration could mistake a shin fn, A 
are hable to great misapprehension in estimating the character of!?' 
Without a careful reference to local circumstances racter of 311 

Hr. femith mentions the sword imbedded in wood at the R»au 
and gives some additional instances, which we quote •— useuffl, 

.Un » calm SUI»iy day during the last summer as a niW » , • 
rowing his little skiff over the glossy bosom of the w ei8ure!J 
he was suddenly roused from his seat by the pluno-e of S jave9> 
thrusting his long spear more than three felt ™ ft f <? ,a sword fish, 
slender bark, whV the pilot, Jh that 
whole fraternity are distinguished broVe h off i , . r which the 
ft. batt ef an J»ar, bfatK! V'>> 
fearfully offensive weapon withdraw his 

b«ng^Sf„?.d\?i;s a retr!,m a 
the point of which was drivena 2S?^of a sword-fish's b i 
repairing his Britain* * 
from the coast of Guinea a sword J , ' on lier return 
through the sheathing one inch neS thL^n J W&- W to have m 
that four inches and a half into the firm r \ 11 ee"]lPcI1 plank, and beyond 
mechanics that it would reLTe^s^J* ?? <***» °l 

five pounds, to drive an iron hnllTf c- ™ • a ha1mmer» weighing twenty 
in the same hull; yetEa, tfr.Tl-TIT and 

f°rm to the '^e deptt 
+ That the vessel Sme fromlhê cZC„<7 * ** 

stance in favor of the claim of the common certainIy one circum 
" The Hon. Josiah RobbLs »I™ ®£th® credit°f ^ feat, 

related to us the following ext'raordir Pr" of Plymouth, Mass., 
Fortune, of Plymouth^frL a 7 ^ °n the return of the sM 
the year 1826 or 1827hldoelt™8 in-the Pacific' some time in 
blade was discovered on the out^do60?+tCt stumP of aswor(1" 
was found to have penetrated thro i Ii, ' which, on examination, 
sheathing, a three inch plank of hnSd ® C0PPer sheathing, an inch board 
the ship, twelve inches tS th™ pW0°Vh® SoM » oak timber of 
oak ceiling plank, and teflv'w»ugh another two and a half inch hard 
still remained immovably feed sT th t ^®ad °f an oil cask' whereit 

es^ped.''^ y a' 80 that uot a single drop of oil had 

cumstancTof findLgpointeat?norCKn shiP Renters do not view the cir-
as a rare occurrence particular! * +i!S swords in the hulls of vessels 
"We have," he con'tCS"">S? lh!" S«athl«,ia, 
parts of the world, but onlv K™ sPeci*nens of the swords from various 
renders them quite valuaK °f the head> which 

foieign countries as curiositfpQ o Seamen who bring them from 
£rst' bJ sawing them ofif too far fromTif ^ t0 ruin them in tw0 wa-y3; 

the blades smooth with knives and o-lzTu JJW' and secondlJ> bJ scraping 
hence a majority of the specimens in m'L Way °f imProving uPon nature>' 

museums are nearly ruined." 
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THE WHALE, AND WHALE-CATCHING. 

IN giving a description of the whale, we must necessarily repeat much 
that has been written by others; but one who has seen them, in their 
native element, and has often met them in all their terrors, can at 

least strip his description of the exaggeration in which most writers have 
indulged. 

The whale may be properly divided into two genera: the bone whale and 
the sperm whale. I prefer this description to the scientific one usually 
given, as it will more definitely mark the difference of these animals than 
classic words, to which we attach little meaning. The bone whales are of 
several species, all agreeing in general habits and character, but each having 
some distinct characteristic. The first and most important is the black 
whale, or, as the Americans call him, the right whale. This animal is 
usually about fifty-six feet in length, the largest may reach to sixty feet. 
Their color is black on the back, and white on the centre of the belly. 
Occasionally he is spotted with white. The head of this creature is about 
one third of his whole length. The eyes are placed on the sides of the head, 
near the body, and from its great size, it is consequently unable to see 
either directly forward or behind it, so that it may be approached very near, 
without being alarmed. But the most singular part of the animal is its 
mouth, and its adaptation for collecting the food upon which it lives. The 
upper jaw opens at least fifteen feet in length, and is provided with over 
five hundred laminae, or slabs of thin black bone, which are hairy on the 
inner side, and when seen without, have the appearance of a Yenetian 
blind, placed perpendicularly. The under jaw is broad, and when closed 
receives the ends of this bone upon its soft gums. It is also provided with 
two immense lips, one on each side, which are large enough to close the 
whole mouth and cover the bone. ' Some idea of these hps may be formed, 
when we know that the longest bone is fourteen feet in length, and the 
largest lip will make three barrels of oil. The body is from forty to fifty 
feet in circumference, and has two fins just behind the head, in which 
whalemen, owing to the peculiar situation of the bones, trace a fanciful 
resemblance to the human hand and fingers. The use of the fins appears 
to be to direct their course, and not to assist them in swimming. The body 
is thick for the greater part of its length, but it tapers near the end, and 
finishes in the tail, or as it is usually called, in flukes. These flukes are 
from twelve to fifteen feet in breadth, and in them is placed the animal s 
means of offence and defence. With its flukes it strikes blows which may 
be heard at the distance of miles, and from their force, one would suppose 
that nothing could sustain them, but we find that, in their contests with 
each other, they seldom or never produce death. 

This whale feeds upon the animalculse of the ocean, more particularly 
upon a very minute species of the shrimp, by the whalemen called bntt, 
which is found without the tropics, both in the northern and southern oceans. 
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This is obtained by swimming with its mouth partly opened, until a «„# • 
quantity is collected and retained by the hairy bone of the upp -^?' 
the hps are closed, and by means of its tongue this small fE!!i,W ® 
and swallowed. Its manner of feeding would remind you of the J' 
the ox—the same disproportion between the size of its food and SI 
to be supported. But when we reflect upon the fact that tu 
teeming with life, and remember the immense nellikemout rfflW 
we shall at once see that the end is not 
Like the ox too, this animal feeds industriously for a few horns and? 
either rises above the surface and sleeps, or exercises ® 
|®Ms If playful it beat. the wa.£ 'JhsXK 
depths of the ocean, and ascends with such velocity that f tlirm™ i 
body out of the water. It can not remain long under the wnW f 
to must ascend for respiration. Its JTrfSathf.^ 
fifteen minutes. It has two orifices on the top of the head whiVt 
srSiTtVhOT u throw?,i" ,lI bre°th «ie si 

h* o.I, but his bone is small and of no value • he EL a „,I 

l/Se'SnSt in'bf tm'T 'v ,baCt' ,nd hi» <" "1".); m, 

much longer ^han p;ib0 ® finback whale is mnety feet in length, being 
SrowingHs snonTm^L the is ^tinguished from them b 
and neyfrKhS?f'/5? hj ha™g a fin on the top ofhisbad 
the Wa^or hJLhLS Tf °f ^ Water* He is aIso fleeter ta 
orC miles anTnl. ! / ?68- F°r while usually move but three 
their motion to ten or + ** l W ™i °XCltef can on'j f°r a short time accelerate 
can readilv move si t-p"'0 Vf m* ' and must then stop and rest, the finback 
wfil continiXt%l ; i °f ST?* miIeS an h Cat the least,) and 
him unavailing Th^ 1a°+ ^ time' ^at render all attempts to take 
boimriibSVrJe if? °f s "'bai0 specie!.» n": 
length of one hundred i ,,.": / ave t)een met with at the estimated 
the finback except that'theh t tbe^ differ bttIe in appearance from 
much slower sellm . %^611 Is nearer tbe tail, and their motions 
manner as the binck 1°?° mS five miles an hour. They feed in the same 
Bpecfes oTbte Whitr^Vw11^ are kilIed fOT their***> 
trusting to flight when attacked d*3"" ablts' bemS 311 timid and cowardly, 
themselves by i„j,Sg oE' if Can avoi4it' 

called by whalemen'"'^the^ihe6 t110!011 enemy except man. This is a list 
the body, and armed with swJ'f a^out1t.wenty feet long, rather large in 
the sake of his tongue He firlt attacks the bone whale for 
the whale until K forSd tf Up°n the bIow-boles or n?stribof 

entering, he fastens a, 0 °Pen his mouth to breathe, which then 
immense animal which w id*3 Sue and devours it, thus killing this 
attack 0fS '̂J b̂S «« its bulk to'be safe 6m »< 

cf the eperm'wllulf fbe t10110 tvhale in its feeding. The feci 
cies animated vegetable, called squid, usually 
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found in deep water. As this substance has much consistency, the whale 
is provided with thirty-six large teeth on the under jaw, with which it rends 
its food from the rocks to which it is attached. The head of the sperm 
whale is square at the end, and seems unfit for rapid motion, but it 
is so hard that it is unaffected by collision with hard substances, and one 
means of offence with this animal is to strike with the head. Its head is 
not only one third the length of the body, but contains one third of the oily 
matter of the whole creature; its upper jaw is frequently fourteen feet in 
thickness. Its upper surface of about six or eight feet in thickness (in a 
very large whale) is called junk, being formed of hard muscular fibres filled 
up with very fat oily matter. Beneath this is a cavity called the case, in . 
which is contained a semi-liquid matter, which is spermaceti mixed with a 
little oil. This whale is not so timid as the bone whale, and has more 
means of offence. It can attack with its square head, its jaw, or its flukes, 
and either of them are usually fatal to its opponent. It is the monarch of 
the ocean, and perhaps the leviathan of Job. It is not usually dangerous 
or malicious, but-when aroused and aware of its enemy, its ferocity is 
terrible; it is not satisfied with beating him off, but pursues him to his 
destruction. He pursues the boat of the whalemen until he has dashed it in 
pieces; but they who man it are too contemptible an enemy for this terror 
of the deep: when the apparent enemy is destroyed, the men are left to 
their fate, and are safely picked up by another boat. 

The sperm, like the bone whale, breathes air, but is capable of remaining 
longer under water. It is usually supposed that the sperm whale remains 
as long under the water as he does on the surface; and the largest have 
been known to be one hour and a quarter on the surface, breathing, and 
the same time below. This whale has but one nostril or spout-hole, and in 
breathing blows the spray forward and low. He moves slowly through the 
water when not excited, but when attacked is capable of moving seven or 
eight miles an hour, and continuing at that rate for a great length of time. 
The male of the sperm whale is much larger than the female; the largest male 
whales having produced from one hundred and fifty to two hundred barrels 
of oil, while the largest female never yields more than forty barrels. Of 
the same genus as the sperm whale are the porpoise and black fish. Their 
habits are similar, and their oil of the same kind. All whales produce their 
young alive, one every year, and the young are suckled like the calf until 
they are capable of providing for their own sustenance. 

Having given a short account of the habits of whales, and the character 
of the different species, I shall now describe the manner of taking them and 
saving the oil. 

A whale-ship is usually fitted with three or four boats, according to her 
size. Each boat is manned with six people—one mate, one harpooner, or 
boat-steerer, and four sailors. Besides the boats' crews she has six or 
eight men to keep the ship when the boats are in pursuit of whales ; having 
in all from twenty-five to thirty-three men on board. Each boat is provided 
with a tub containing thirteen hundred and fifty feet of tow-line, which, 
when used, is made fast to two harpoons. She also has several lances, 
which are sharp weapons five feet in length and made fast to a pole, and 
used to dispatch the whale after the boat is made fast to him by the barb-
harpoon. There are also several minor articles attached to the boat, which 
conduce to the safety of the men in case of accident. The ship is also 
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provided with two or three large iron pots, capable of containing from one 
hundred and sixty to two hundred and twenty gallons each, for the purpose 
of boiling out the oil. Thus provided the ship takes her departure in 
search of the monsters of the deep. At this time commences the toil and 
excitement of the whalemen, which I shall now attempf^to describe, using 
the language of the whalemen where it is intelligiblei to landsmen. 

The ship goes on her course with an officer at her mainmast head, and a 
sailor at her fore. All is industry on deck. When the look-out aloft cries, 
" There she blows," instantly he is answered from the officer of the deck, 
with the shrill cry, " Where away ?" He answers, giving the direction in 
which the fish is from the ship. Now, all is bustle, but all is order. The t 
captain with his telescope, ascends the mast, and observes the spout, and 
directs the ship to steer for the expected prey. The mates and boat-steerers 
prepare their weapons for the conflict. The men are all on the look-out to 
catch the first view of the whale from the deck. The old and seasoned 
whaleman looks forward to the strife with hope and excitement, and perhaps 
amuses himself by frightening the landsmen with the dangers they are about 
to encounter. At last comes the order, " Haul aback the mainyard, lower 
away the boats." In breathless haste the orders are obeyed, the boats are 
gone, the ship lies like a log on the waters, and all is silence and expec
tation. The boats speed toward their object, the old sailors recklessly 
indifferent to the danger, and highly excited with the hope of gain, and the 
pride of contest, the landsmen doubting, but usually firm, and too proud to 
yield when others will lead. 

Unaware of his danger, the leviathan of the deep lies idly on the water. 
His foe is upon him. All is silence and exertion; now comes the stern 
order to the harpooner, " Stand up—dart," and the barbed iron is buried 
deep in his vitals. Then is heard the shout, " Stern all," (to escape the 
danger of the agonized exertions of the wounded monster), and the reckless 
exultation of the daring whalemen; then writhing with pain, he lashes the 
waters with his tail, and in the words of the Hebrew poet, " he maketh the 
sea to boil like a pot; one would think the deep to be hoary." But this soon 
passes away, his strength is exhausted, and he lies trembling on the waters, 
or he seeks safety in flight. Now the boat by its tow-line is brought near 
to him, and the mate, with his lance, strikes him to the heart; he throws 
blood from his nostrils ; his breathing is choked; in his agony he lashes the 
water; the ocean resounds with his bellowing; his strength can endure no 
more; he rolls a lifeless mass on the waters, the prize and scorn of his 
puny enemy. Yet in all this there is but little danger to the bold and 
experienced whaleman. He watches the motions of his timid foe, he avoids 
the agonized blows of his tail, and suffers him to exhaust his great strength 
in futile exertions. 

When the whale is dead commences the labor of saving the oil. The 
animal is brought along side of the ship, and secured by a chain around 
the small part of the body where it joins the flukes. Large tackles, (or 
pulley-blocks with ropes rove through them), are made fast at the main
mast head, one end of the fall or rope is passed around the windlass 
forward ; and to the lower block is attached a large hook. A hole is now 
cut  in  the  blubber  or  outer  coat  of  the  whale ,  and the  hook is  p laced in  i t ;  
the men at the windlass then heave up the hook, a strip of about four feet 
in width of the blubber is cut by the officers of the ship, and the fat or 
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blubber is peeled off as the bark is peeled from a tree. When • 
extending from the animal to the head of the mainmast is hove up 
hole is cut, and another tackle is made fast below, and the part abov* 
cut off and lowered into the hold. The other tackle is hove up with aJh 
piece, rolling the whale over and over, until the whole of the blubber 
taken into the ship. When everything valuable is secured, preparation I 
made to boil out the oil. Two men commence cutting the blubber in-
small oblong pieces. It is then passed to two others, who with 1 
knives mince it thin, when it is placed in the large pots and heated 
the oil flows from it, and all the water is expelled. The oil is f , --- --- — . , . -me on is men 
into a large copper vessel from which it runs through a strainer into alar-
pot, and is thence put into casks and rolled away to cool. The sera,/'-
solid matter of the blubber are used for fuel, so that every part is us# 
and if it were not for the scraps, no ship could carry wood enough to boil out 
its oil. When the oil is cooled it is sent below into casks in the hold, b 
means of leather hose, and is there done with until the ship arrives ai 
home. The description of a whale ship boiling at night, may amuse, and 
would convey no bad idea of the fancied infernal regions of former daw. 
If the observer were placed near enough to see the general movement', 

j so contiguous as to let dull reality dispel the illusion of appear-
Sh, mnny th® heavins «cean goring in the fitful light to beliquid 
him r 7ave ^.material bell of our precise ancestors before 
action fjf i -lr ^ fires' and n°w sbrring them into fierce 
reltfblaze flaring wide over the ocean, and throwing in bold 
lif'T2-? blackeaed .b7 smoke, unshorn and shaggy, their bright steel 
SlUJ68 n0W flaShing in.the HSht> and mSnct as Meter-
oti inln tp!. ! ! ® v^,am se the master-demon throws boiling 
the men vgr* b*S operations), the hasty movements of 
their fo3Tg su d® y before the fires, and then lost in darkness, or , 

a mor|-^ Jown length before the blaze, in the moments of relaxation 
mood miVbf io nGu easily make it an image of terror, or a lighter 

od might laugh at the ridiculous pageant as it passed before him. 

THE NARW 
the largest ;« n#> mhabit the Polar ocean, the narwal, ifi 
eral form r'c=icmKiVer+i!eleSr 0ne *be most remarkable. Its § 

V so called hut t- CSf i ^be porpoise; it has, however,no teet 
ut of which the W'} IH °r. sPears? implanted in the intermaxilic 
Hfo ti,„ j. n,° remains usuallv rudimentary and conceal' 

properiv so called WtZ/f 01 the PorP<tise; it has, however, nc 
bone, but of which the riffhT™' 0r.sPears> implanted in the interna 
during life. The left tusk J^®?aains usually rudimentary and Con
or eight and sometime + ' i- .e c<>ntrary, attains to from five to se 
a right line with the bod-^+a • in *enS*b, and projects from the snoui 
(rope-like) throughout Sradually to a point, with a spiral tv 
tusk resembles that of tim i ? exteut. In structure and growth, t 
solid at its extremity elepbant, being hollow at its base, or root, a 
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. ®ie ^usk or spear of the narwal constitutes a powerful wen™ 
is reported to use with terrible effect. It is, however its III iclil 
it has neither the formidable teeth of the grampus 'nor of III'f:: 
Crantz thus describes the narwal: « This species is commll l CMkaIot' 

d2hlPaf- ?8A8m°°thblack sMn' sharp head' and little mouth W?JI double-twisted horn runs straight out from the left sidJiT A ro®l! 

It is commonly ten feet long, Is thick ToneV7™ l f ^ \ 
composed of a white solid substance. It is probable he4^^ * 
get at the sea grass, which is his proper food and 111 f t ^ °ra l) 

the ice with it when he wants fresh^ IT^Wy ^ Me* 
his enemies. Another little horn n <mon i• weapon agains; 
side of his nose, which plbabty'is Ser^forl ??" ? 
accident should deprive him of the longone and theltITl'f ? 
was once sailing at sea it felt a vlAlon? 1 i bey saj that as a i 
rock, and aftenvard one of thl holnl Ia fm '/f" 1 * &Stmd 

these horns, or tusks were /i?ned lnit- Formerlj 
land unicorn, and therefore thev wr£ i d '• of the 

and sold excessively dear till the C e i dc&f an mestimal:,!e curiosi'h 
they found them iI thenoSe™S, „f'h"-?. ' '«'»»•> 
than anywhere • vet for onmo r Davis stiaits in greater plenty 

Captain Scorefbv foLTl th-J Carried on the cheat" 
several which were opened by him lid* .,cuttIe fi?h in the stomachs of 
the stomach of one driven ashore ' ud s™dar r.emams were also found in 
, In general En^' 

the head is small and blunt • the molth Porpoise, or grampus, hit 
extension. The under lm 1S smaP> and not capable of much 
line with the o^ntag VL .W Th° eJea '* i,! 

inches from the snout and of <7 n' • ? distance of thirteen or fourteen 
The spiracle, or blow'h2 jf being about an inch in diameter. 
top of the head directly o'ver thllyel n,! 2 Semici^cular form'on.tk 

fourteen or fifteen inches W A • ! ' or fllPPers> are aW 

on the sides of the animil l>f>p' I from six to eight broad, their situation 
The breadth of the tS °f '5s le»Sth U the 

sal fin, but a sharn rid™ fifteen to twenty inches. There is no dor-
which is generally found to* be d®™ the centre of the back, the edge of 
the ice. Crantz describe «, 10ugk and worn, as if by rubbing against 
specimens that this color can he being black > is onlJin J0™" 
wal is blackish-gray on the ha oh III Prevai11 at an early age thenar-
runnmg into each other ' numerous darker spots and markings 
are almost white with dnl g? Seneral dusky-black surface. The site 
is white. In adult specimejsall!em0re T311 markinSs 1 the under surff 
white, with markings van,; ' I ground color of the back is yellowish-
roundish or oval fio-ure with I? tr°m dark gray to dusky-black, and of a 
them. The skin resembles tw^rlv63 °*" wI"te or yellowish-white between 
mysticetus,) but is thinner Tt J common Greenland whale, (balaena 
one at a birth, which shp >1A' „- i . . e narwal produces a single young 
^ Th tUaked near die origin ofthlta'l m^k ^0r severa' months > teaB 

twenty MmolV- in trooPs of from six or eight to 
the open sea and in bavs qnd • Tf °?en seen clustered together, both in 
phalanx, moving gently and A 1 lree Prom the ice> forming a compact 

8 gently and slowly along. Under such circumstances the 
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independent movements of each individual are necessarily embarrassed, so 
that a considerable slaughter may be easily effected among them. When 
attacked at such a time, the hind ranks, instead of turning against their 
assailants, press upon those before, sliding their long weapons over the 
gbssy backs of their leaders, and all becomes disorder and confusion. Op
portunities of this kind are welcome to the Greenlanders, to whom the 
narwal is an important animal. 

The origin of the word narwhale, narwhal, or narwal, is said to be from 
the Teutonic nar, or ner, which signifies a beak or projecting snout; and 
wal, wale, or whale, an indiscriminate word, in the same great family of 
languages, for any of the cetacea. 

NEW ZEALAND. 

MEW ZEALAND, filling a large space in the south Pacific, extending 
from 34° to 47° south latitude, and from 167° to 179° east longi
tude, was discovered by Tasman, a Dutch navigator, in 1642. 

it southern Pacific was then an almost unexplored region, and though 
nearly two centuries had elapsed since European navigators discovered the 
passage to India by the Cape of Good Hope, the mine of enterprise which 
was then opened still continued to attract their chief attention, and to 
satisfy their maritime ardor. The reputed existence of a fifth continent, 
placed in the southern hemisphere, and vague rumors of its supposed rich 
productions, inflamed the imaginations of geographers, and proved a whole
some stimulus to the progress of discovery. Tasman was despatched by 
Anthony Yan Diemen, governor of the Dutch East Indies, and sailed on 
the 14th of August, 1642, from the Port of Batavia, in company with 
another vessel under his command. He first discovered the island now 
known as Yan Diemen's Land; and pursuing his voyage towards the east, 
again saw land on the 13th of September, and following the line of coast 
anchored next day within a large bay. Here for the first time he had an 
opportunity of seeing the natives, who came ouf b, :wo canoes, and hailed 
the strangers in a strong rough voice, but they did not approach very near 
to the ship. On the following day, a canoe with thirteen men came within 
a stone's throw, but no temptations could induce them to come on board the 
ship. Tasman describes them as of the common stature and strong-boned ; 
their complexion between brown and yellow, and their black hair tied up in 
the Javanese fashion, on the crown of the head, with the addition of a large 
feather stuck therein. Seven other canoes in the meantime put off from the 
shore, and Tasman, doubtful of their intentions, hoisted out one of his boats, 
which being manned by a quartermaster and six seaman, was on its way to 
the other ship to put her commander on his guard, when the canoes ran 
violently in upon the boat and nearly upset it, at the same time making a 
desperate attack upon the boat's crew. Three of the men were killed and 
one mortally wounded. The savages then hastily retreated, carrying with 
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them one of the dead bodies. Tasman immediately weighed annlm 
gave the place the name of the Bay of Murderers. Thus inantm • i ^ 
the first interview of the New-Zealanders with Europeans 5^® 
Tasman had not been able to bring his guns to bear upon flip ™1Ilfe 

islanders, and the savages could not as yet appreciate the hoJi ^ 
which they had aroused. When the ship hadTot ^der Sail fl fTet 

canoes followed her, and advancing within range of the guns' WP ! 
upon, and one man beiog killed, Li the .hot̂ trikî  £*£ f 
turned toward the shore. The man who was killed borf a wHfeSiW 
hand. Tasman s course precluded him from ascertaining that what S 
for a large bay was the strait separating the northern from tlio • 
island which unitedly are known under the name of New Z al?' 
therefore naturally looked upon the other island a« n r , ' ^ 
same land, and that in fact he was upon the shores of the^ \ 
believed to exist in this part of Pthe it 

continent One Th 7o' , ™ "Tj' 15 5 part of the 

Staten land was only an island TasmT ,as^rtamed that .the country called 
New Zealand. On the 4th nf T„ S dw?oveiy re?eived the name of I 
extremity of New 7pnlwI v 1, he passed the north-western 
honor ofa kdfto whom Ss'S hf Pieman, i: 
S°ln"°?def wh»« «*<»• 'he 

again vMSXa£nea„A.FTEB^Sma,i;S m^ge' b«f"e WLZMW.. 
Cook, then n,aL? H?w ; °\th? ,5ttl of October, 1769, C*. 
came in sight of the island. V°yage circumnavigation in the Endeavor, 

from die Society Is/indT^61! • wr ^ea*and fr°m the west, on his passage 
general opinion on board the fr Gasman bad reached it from the east. Tie 
" Terra Australis Incognita." ^Te 8tb ^ had foundf 
went on shore accntmMmpS u tit , tJook anchored, and soon after 
Dr. SolaX and Se L b^.,Mr- C^erwards Sir Joseph) Banks and 
were compelled to fire inTelfrdef^icptaClAed bj the natives> on wllom tk-
was made the dav follnwiV p ± fi attempt at friendly intercourse 
of Otaheite on board the Endea ".gb aided by the persuasions of a native 
did not leave this mrt of fpf ^]t ??ved successful. The Endeavor 
the natives, who fought in rh* coast without an unfortunate collision with 
force, the contest ending in fou? of th 

Date manner against an unequal 
one aged 19 and thp nfi,,. e savages being killed. Two youths, 
expected ins ant death ^ut 1' board the shiP> « 
spirits. Being unable to nrL> g ^ treated> sooa recovered the 
gave the name of Poverty Bawt provifons at this place, to which Cool 
pursuing the line of cnn«t ™ be anckor was weighed, and the Endeavor, 
anchored, and which Cook fr, m<o f suPP°sed bay in which Tasman had 

maps it beaTtfe ni^'s^ th6 ' 

I 
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The next epoch in the intercourse with New Zealand, arose out of the 
proximity of the English settlements in New South Wales, founded at 
the close of the last century, the distance from them being about 1,200 
miles; while New Zealand is not more than two or three days sail from 
Norfolk island, where a settlement was commenced in 179d. Ihe natives 
of New Zealand have frequently visited Sydney, Port Jackson, and other 
Australian ports. At a somewhat later period, the ships engaged in the 
South sea whale fishery, began to frequent New Zealand; and the govern
ment at New South Wales availed themselves of this medium to send 
presents of cattle, grain, and such other articles as were calculated to 
promote the social improvement of the natives. _ . ... , 

A third stage in the intercourse of New Zealand with civilized nations is 
marked by the arrival of Christian missionaries in 1814, after they had 
remained several years in New South Wales. The Church Missionary 
Society commenced this work, in which other societies were engaged, and 
their operations during the last twenty-five years, have had some important 
influence on the New Zealand character. The island has also become an 
active scene of commercial enterprise, and as the Australian _ colonies 
increase in wealth and population, New Zealand will be brought into still 
closer connexion with the habits and wants of civilization. 

THE engraving represents a bird, of the existence of whose species 
a little °more than two centuries ago there appears to be no doubt, 
but which is now supposed to be entirely extinct. It must be obvious 

that such a fact offers some of the most interesting and important consid
erations; and the subject, therefore, has claimed the particular attention 
of several distinguished naturalists. . 

In Herbert's Travels, published in 1634, is a description of this bird, 
which is very quaint and curious:— ^ . _ 

" The Dodo comes first to our description, here, and in Daygarrois; 
(and no where else, that ever I could see or heare of, is generated the 
Dodo.) (A Portuguize name it is and has reference to her simplenes,)a 
bird which for shape and rareness might be called a Phaenix (wer't m 
A W hndv is round and extreame fat, her slow place begets that 

THE DODO. 

complementall wings, as are unable to hoise her from the ^ound, semng 
only to prove her a bird; which otherwise might be doubted of . her head 
is variously drest, the one halfe hooded with downy blackish feathers; the 
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other, perfectly naked; of a whitish hue, as if a transparent lawne had 
covered it: her bill is very howked and bends downwards, the thrill or 
breathing place is in the midst of it; from which part to the end, the 
colour is°a light greene mixed with a pale yellow ; her eyes be round and 
small, and bright as diamonds; her cloathing is of finest downe, such 
as you see in goslins: her trayne is (like a China beard) of three or four 
short feathers; her legs thick, and black, and strong: her tallons pr 
pounces sharp, her stomack fiery hot, so as stones and iron are easily 
digested in it; in that and shape, not a little resembling the Africk Oestri-
ches: but so much, as for their more certain difierance I dare to give thee 
(with two others) her representation." 

In this description there are several details that are no doubt inaccurate; 
such as the iron-digesting stomach; but the more important particulars 
agree with other evidence. 

In a paper " on the natural affinities that connect the orders and families 
of birds," published in the Transactions of the Linnean Society, the follow
ing observations occur on the Dodo: — 

u Considerable doubts have arisen as to the present existence of the 
Linnean Didus (Dodo;) and they have been increased by the consideration 
of the numberless opportunities that have lately occurred of ascertaining the 
existence of these birds in those situations, the Isles of Mauritius and 
Bourbon, where they were originally alleged to have been found. ^ That 
they once existed I believe cannot be questioned. Besides the descriptions 
given by voyagers of undoubted authority, the relics of a specimen pre
served in the public repository of this country bear decisive record ^ of the 
fact. The most probable supposition that we can form on this subject is, 
that the race has become extinct in the before-mentioned islands, in conse
quence of the value of the bird as an article of food to the,earlier settlers, 
and its incapability of escaping from pursuit." 

THE HORNED PHEASANTS OF 

PHEASANTS form one of the most interesting groups of the feathered 
race, whatever be the point of view in which we contemplate them. 
Their beauty of form and the splendor of their hues have attracted 

universal admiration. Many dazzle by the metallic lustre of their plumage, 
which gleams with green, and blue, and gold. Such, for example, is the 
case with that gorgeous bird the Impeyan pheasant of the Himalayan Moun
tains, which it has several times been attempted to bring alive into this coun
try, but hitherto without success. Others, as the golden pheasant of China, 
delight us with the richness and multiplicity of their tints, which contrast 
admirably with each other. The common pheasant, now_ naturalized over 
the greater portion of Europe, is exceedingly beautiful, but it is far surpassed 
by many of its congeners, of which we may mention that elegant Chinese 
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species, the Phasianus Reeresii. It is to be observed, however, that this 
beauty of plumage is confined to the males: the females are universally-
attired in a sober dress of brown, often, indeed, exquisitely penciled with spots 
and zigzag lines, but totally destitute of the brilliant hues which glisten in 
their mates. Independently, however, of the beauty of the pheasant tribe, 
there is another point of interest which cannot be overlooked—we allude to 
their value as it respects the table. The flesh of all the gallinaceous birds 
affords to man a wholesome and nutritious food, and that of the pheasants 
is deservedly in high estimation. 

The pheasants are all natives of Asia. The common pheasant was orig
inally brought from the river Phasis by the Greeks in some of their earlier 
expeditions; that of the Argonauts under Jason has the popular credit of 
having introduced it. However this may be, the name given to the bird 
by the Greeks, of which all our modern European names for it are merely 
corruptions, points to the banks of the Phasis as the place from which it 
was derived; and to the present day the pheasants of Mingrelia (the 
Colchis of the ancients) are celebrated for their beauty and size. Extreme 
brilliancy of plumage is in general the characteristic of birds dwelling in 
torrid regions beneath a glowing sky; such is not the case as it regards the 
most gorgeous and beautiful of the pheasant tribe. On the contrary, the high 
mountains of the Himalaya, bordering upon the limits of perpetual snow, are 
tenanted by the most splendid of this family. The Impeyan pheasant is an 
example in point: adapted for regions where the temperature is at the most 
only moderate, and often at a low degree, this noble bird soon dies when 
taken from its alpine home into the burning lowlands of India; and hence 
arises one of the difficulties in the way of our obtaining living specimens 
here. But besides the Impeyan pheasant, the Himalaya chain of moun
tains presents us with a group or genus of this family, containing a very 
limited number of species remarkable both for their great beauty and their 
characters, which indicate an affinity to the turkeys, between which 
group and that of the genuine pheasants, they constitute an intermediate 
link. The genus to which we allude is that termed Tragopan (Cuvier), of 
which three species only are known. They are easily distinguishable from 
all the rest by the presence of large throat-wattles, or naked carunculated 
flaps of skin, (resembling those of the turkey,) which extend from the naked 
cheeks, spread over the throat, and proceed down each side of the neck, 
while from behind each eye rises a soft fleshy horn. The whole of these 
appendages are capable of being contracted and dilated at pleasure, or at 
least in accordance with the emotions of anger, fear, &c., as we see in the 
male turkey: the tints of the horns and wattles are rich purple, mingled 
with scarlet, and are most probably changeable ffrom one hue to another. 
The tail is broad and rounded, and the plumage is dotted with round spots 
of white on a brown or red ground, the effect of which is very pleasing. 
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THE MOCKING-BIRD, 

WHICH, in extent and variety of vocal powers 
by the whole feathered songsters of America or ^ 
other country, is peculiar to the Hew World - If K'1 

very qonsiderable extent of both North and • f inIiaf,ltsj 

traced from the States of New Endand to 1W? f TT*'k™g ^ 
of the adjacent islands. They are, however much more n ^ 
States south than those north of the river Delaware• T-™™m"f 
migratory m the latter, and resident fat least mnnSl' 5 • g,genera1.7 

A warm climate, and low country not far- fmm tp7 ^ m tlie fo«r. 
maJ to their nature; the species are accordinglyfoStTK? 

S mS tZ'e ISLSEf bfWr̂  in 
many species '*£££££, tries' OvsZlttSsste? f°™ish 
casing, are ae^fJ^h^iSi^, 1-i 

April to the middle of Mav Tbero resides, from the beginning of 
gives the preference A Q«rJare Particular situations to which ie 
thicket, mCSS, th^l an almost impmta* 
quently selected. It js no lu^at^n f ^ .fworIte Vff-lfo 
sion-house happens to be no, objection to the bird that a farm or man-
anxious to coS hb, L«t p; alwaJ8 ready to defend, but never oven 
of the house, and'not unfr'equentfv in 1° bmIdS a Smal! distac' 
greater height than six or seven fiSt ! R™ 0r rarel7a{a 
little according to the nm™ • reet from the ground. The nest varies a 
rally it is composed of fi mency of collecting suitable materials. Gene-
ered tops of 7eeds of'tb J ' & °f twigs and sticks, then with-
pieces of wooT and tow year' inte™d with fine straw, hay 
a light brown color w'a ^ ̂  a thick of fine fibrous roofs, of 
generally produces two hrnr J whole.The female sits fourteen days, and 
which case she will even h '1J m i? season> unless robbed of her eggs, b 
very jealous of W neSt flnr|Id the third. She is, however, 

During the period of ino ^"orsake b- if much disturbed. 
approach the nest without behis °att CaL.dog» animal nor man m 

persecuted whenever thev moir ^ - tacked. The cats, in particular, are 
But his whole vengeance^ ™ ° . aPPearance, till obliged to retreats 
enemy of his eggs and vm or^ Pa^1Culariy directed against that mortal 
approaches of this rentile ^ snake. Whenever the insidious 
rapidity of an arrow dpvf^ r° 7 lsc<?V(;red, the male darts upon it with the 
and incessantly about the head J t g tts bite 311(1 striking it violently 
soon becomes sensible of ;+= ,f e lt; 18 very vulnerable. The snake 
defender ofMs nuZ Ijl•*>and seeks toescape; but the intrepid 

J0Ung redoul)les his exertions, and, unless his antagonist be 
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of great magnitude, often succeeds in destroying him. All his pretended 
owers of fascination avail nothing against the vengeance of this noble 
ird. As the snake's strength begins to flag, the mocking-bird seizes and 

lifts it up partly from the ground, beating it with its wings, and when the 
business is completed, he returns to the nest of his young, mounts the 
summit of the bush, and pours forth a torrent of song in token of victory. 

The mocking-bird is nine inches and a half long and thirteen across 
when its wings are spread. Some individuals are, however, larger and 
some smaller, those of the first hatch being uniformly the largest. The 
upper parts of the head, neck, and back are a dark brownish ash, and when 
new moulted, a fine light gray; the wings and tail are nearly black, the ^ 
first and second rowspf coverts tipped with white; the primary, in some 
males, are wholly white, in others tinged with brown. The first three pri
maries are white from their roots as far as their coverts; the white on the next 
six extends from an inch to one and three-fourths farther down, descend
ing equally on each side the feather; the tail is cuneiform; the two exte
rior feathers wholly white, the rest, except the middle ones, tipped with 
white; the chin is white; sides of the neck, breast, belly, and vent, a 
brownish white, much purer in wild birds than in those that have been 
domesticated; iris of the eye, yellowish cream colored, inclining to golden; 
bill black; the base of the lower mandible whitish; legs and feet black 
and strong. The female much resembles the male, and is only distinguish
able by the white of her wings being less pure and broad, and her black 
feathers having a more rusty hue. 

It will be seen from this description, that though the plumage of the 
mocking-bird is none of the homeliest, it has nothing gaudy or brilliant in 
it; and, had he nothing else to recommend him, would scarcely entitle him 
to notice. But his figure is well proportioned and even handsome. The 
ease, elegance, and rapidity of his movements, the animation of his eye, 
and the intelligence he displays in listening and laying up lessons, from 
almost every species of the feathered creation within his hearing, are really 
surprising, and mark the peculiarity of his genius. To these qualities may 
be added that of a voice full, strong, and musical, and capable of almost 
every modulation, from the clear, mellow tones of the wood-thrush to the 
savage scream of the bald eagle. In measure and accent he faithfully fol
lows his originals; in force and sweetness of expression he greatly improves 
upon them. In his native groves, mounted on the top of a tall bush or 
half-grown tree, in the dawn of the morning, while the woods are already 
vocal with a multitude of warblers, his admirable song rises preeminent 
over every competitor. The ear can listen to his music alone, to which that 
of all the others seems a mere accompaniment. Neither is his strain alto
gether imitative. His own native notes are bold and full, and varied 
seemingly beyond all limits. They consist of short expressions of two, 
three, or, at the most, five or six syllables, generally interspersed with imi
tations, and all of them uttered with great emphasis and rapidity, and con 
tinued with undiminished ardor for half an hour or an hour at a time. 
His expanded wings and tail, glistening with white, and the buoyant gaiety 
of his action, arresting the eye as his song most irresistibly does the ear, he 
sweeps round with enthusiastic ecstacy, and mounts and descends as his 
song swells or dies away. While thus exerting himself, a bystander, desti
tute of sight, would suppose that the whole feathered tribes had assembled 

R 
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together on a trial of skill, each striving to produce his utmost effect. He 
often deceives the sportsman, and sends him in search of birds that are not, 
perhaps, within miles of him, but whose notes he exactly imitates: even 
Dirds themselves are frequently imposed upon by this admirable mimic, and 
are decoyed by the fancied calls of their mates, or dive with precipitation 
into the depth of thickets at the scream of what they suppose to be the 
sparrow-hawk. 

The mocking-bird loses little of the power and energy of his song by 
confinement. In his domesticated state, when he commences his career 
of song, it is impossible to stand by uninterested. He whistles for the 
dog; Caesar starts up, wags his tail, and runs to meet his master. He * 
squeaks like a hurt chicken, and the hen hurries about with hanging wings 
and bristled feathers, chuckling to protect its injured brood. The barking 
of the dog, the mewing of the cat, the creaking of a passing wheelbarrow, 
follow with great truth and rapidity. He repeats the tune taught him by 
his master, though of considerable length, fully and faithfully; he runs 
over the quaverings of the canary, and the clear whistlings of the Virginia 
nightingale, or red-bird, with such superior execution and effect that the 
mortified songsters feel their own inferiority, and become altogether silent, 
while he seems to triumph in their defeat by redoubling his exertions. 

This excessive fondness for variety, however, in the opinion of some, 
injures his song. His elevated imitations of the brown thrush are fre
quently interrupted by the crowing of cocks; and the warblings of the 
blue-bird, which he exquisitely manages, are mingled with the screaming 
of swallows or the cackling of hens. Amidst the simple melody of the robin 
one is suddenly surprised by the shrill reiterations of the whippoorwill, 
while the notes of the kildeer, blue-jay, martin, baltimore, and twenty 
others, succeed, with such imposing reality, that the auditors look round 
for the originals, and with astonishment discover that the sole performer in 
this singular concert is the admirable bird now before us. During this 
exhibition of his powers, he spreads his wings, expands his tail, and throws 
himself around the cage in all the ecstacy of enthusiasm, seemihg not only 
to sing but to dance, keeping time to the measure of his own music. Both 
in his native and domesticated state, during the stillness of the night, as 
soon as the moon rises, he begins his delightful solo, making the whole 
neighborhood resound with his inimitable medley. 

The mocking-bird is frequently taken in trap-cages, and, by proper 
management, may be made sufficiently tame to sing. The usual price of a 
singing-bird is from seven to fifteen, and even twenty dollars. Fifty dollars 
have been paid for a remarkably fine singer; and in one instance a hundred 
dollars were refused for a still more extraordinary one. Attempts have 
been made to induce these charming birds to pair, and rear their young in 
a state of confinement, and the result has been such as to prove it, by 
proper management, perfectly practicable. 
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THE PASSENGER PIGEON. 
I HIS remarkable bird inhabits a wide and extensive region of V -

W spreading over the whole of Canada, and extendi^ . 
M, of Mexico southward, while the Stony Mountains apnean F 

The passenger-pigeon is sixteen inches long, and twenty-four in ere 
and it is in this circumstance of size, and that of phimieXS 
chiefly to look for the distinguishing external difference between ifcir 
and uSo?3 i pigeon. A light slate color predominates in the k 
and upper part of the neck, and a darker slate in the back win« • 

rsxe-1 ^breast'and sides'as ^"iS5 a reddish hazel; the lower part of the breast and the thighs, fade ire 
the r6o ' T 6 beI1^ and tbe vent are white. The lower par 
the lattermL8 r6- /eSftndent g°ld' green' and Purplish cL:: 
tol^TTT Predrmant- The ^il is long, and all the feathers tare 
fivl on each EXV Te ones are PIain> deeP theotb 
near the i J lighthe tips, and deepening into Ft. 
seamed be bastard is black; the legs and feet aree 
male and an Jnr4i i" ^ feme *s a^out half an inch shorter thanfe 
but less vivid A ess m extent; she resembles the male generally in col. Dut less vivid and more tinged with brown. 

toeethe^ath^i-t^ .cbai'acteristic of these birds is their associar 
suchnro'dttn, nlr migratl0ns and during the Period of incubation,: 
allel amonf numbers as almost to surpass belief, and which has no p ( 
«r^s,shercd tribos»the *»«"" 
merel^L^^wi!18 a??eaI 0° be. undertaken rather in quest of food to 
lingering in the n °a?" * c'imate. The passenger pigeons arefot 
and them ab?ut Hudson's Bay so late as Decor: , 
the chief food nf TTC 1S!/l^ual &nd irregular. As the beech-nut constitute . 
ant corresDondino-1S Tie ln seasons when it is particularly afore j 

°f Pise0ns ma^ be confidently expected, I ' 
the beech-trees fn T*7 have consumed the whole produce 

tance of perhans siTt? extensive dist™t, they discover another at the i-
morning and return TT* eig,-f to which they regularly repairer j 
ning! to'their rflacc of regahrly in the course of the day, or in the ry 
roosting-place There gene5 rendezvous, or, as it is usually called. 
times large h t" 
these places for some time T / When they have frequented onre | 
ground is covered in fp f9 ?} appearance it exhibits is surprising. J:-
tei tt depiVf seTOraI "ithI  
Hmbs of trees broken rl rwo°d destroyed—the surface strewed with ^r-
another—and' the tree*Yh y ^ weightof the birds clustering one are 

ana the trees themselves for thousands of acres, killed as c® 

I 
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pletely as if girdled with an axe. The marks of , . 
many years on the spot; and numerous places could J ® r®ar-, 
for several years after, scarce a single ve?etabiri!1P0!?ted 0ut4 
When their roosting places are first discovered theinhS 5JPeats'-
erable distances visit them in the night with » ] ? 
of sulphur, and various other instruments of defwV g P?es> cIuH 
fill many sacks and load their horses S thetMd k a *4' 
t /i16 'Jree^ing-place differs from the roosting nlmo • n 
In the western countries these are generallfl ?ater<eBf-
extend in nearly a straight line, across the cLr! 'and(,fi -
One is mentioned in the State of Kentuckv wbtb'f ? greatw-
woods m nearly a north and south stretched throudr 
and said to be Nearly TP 
furnished with nests wherever the hmnnh ^ abuost every tree 
smgle tree frequently "nSL »reS„ n Tn «">•' 
pigeons made their first apnlranee olw lhn?d™d- At this place tb 

T?e te't «fV°"ng bCfce th« & 1% "T 

pigeon breeds three or four times in theTo ® aSSerted 

young are so exceedingly fat that the T j®same season' 
are accustomed to melt down the St f ®'and manyofthe wfe. 
for butter and lard. &t for domestic purposes as a safer:: 

-A.S soon as the vounf? arp "fniT-rr 
numerous parties of the inhabitantfoTthe • th®7 leavetheir« i 
with wagons, axes, beds, cooking utarJf neigpbo™g countiy often cor * 
the greater part of their familfLj ' man7 of them accompanied 
immense nurseries. It is said tw enpamp for several days in these « 
terrify the horses; and when a nersn 6 n01?® ''J1 tbe wo.od bs 80 great as:: 1 

himself heard without bawlim? in tb Sp s „ e. finds difficult to mate 
The ground is strewed with i i.earS se wbom be address;; 
pigeons which have C precWtaM aKl ?<"•* * 
liogs fatten themselves. rL»? i, m above' and on which herds of 
the bald eagle himself hovpr .si,. ^ 0?'8 °. hawks, buzzards, and sometimes j 
nests amidst the rising miiltihiJ1 & feiz? °^d or the youDg from the 
From twenty feet upwards to ,.CS' a ^th the most daring effrontery. I 
woods presents a perpetual tumnlr 3 °£-tbe trees tbe ™w through fc 
pigeonSy The noise of their wn ,cr°wding and fluttering multitudes ;:* j 

mg timber; for the axe-mpn p + ming^ed with the frequent crash of 
crowded with nests, and contrive + trees which seem to be mos: 
descent they may Ug fe? them in such a manner that in & 
tree sometimes producef 200 somlf ̂  °th?rs' The oi one 

and almost one mass of fat. inferior in size to the old ones. J 
. 0In. account given nf +1,^ a- , . 

pigeon, it would appear as If S^t of vast flocks of the passenger-
er by those of the locusts hi +h V' i?e ar(% exceeded in extent or num-

luentions some of these flights rt, ?aS,' ^r# ^son, the ornithologist, ; 
was on his way to FrZkfor ' V™ hiniself 8™- On one occasion he 

a flock of pigeons, more imm Ken where, about one o'clock, he 
6 ' °re immense m its numbers than any he had ever 

A 
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witnessed, which flew in a compact body of several strata deep, at a height 
beyond gun-shot, with great rapidity and steadiness. Ihe breadth of this 
vast possession extended from right to left so far as the eye could reach, 
and seemed greatly crowded in all its parts. Curious to determine how 
lon<r this appearance would continue, Mr. Wilson took out his watch to 
note the time, and sat down to observe them. He waited more than an 
hour but perceiving that this prodigious procession seemed rather to in
crease than diminish in numbers and rapidity, and being anxious to reach 
his destination before night, he went on. When he reached Frankfort, 
about four hours after he first saw the flock, the living torrent over his 
head seemed as numerous and extensive as ever. On a subsequent occa
sion Mr. Wilson reverts to this flock, and makes the following curious cal
culation. If we suppose the column to have been one mile in breadth, 
(and he believes it to have been much more,) and that it moved at the rate 
of one mile in a minute ; four hours, the time it continued passing, would 
make the whole length 240 miles. Again, supposing that each square 
yard of this moving body comprehended three pigeons, the square yards 
in the whole space multiplied by three, would give 2,230,2 < 2,000 pigeons. 

In the Atlantic States, though they never appear in such unparalleled 
multitudes, they are sometimes very numerous, and great havoc is made 
among them with the gun, the clap net, and various other implements of 
destruction. As soon as it is ascertained in a town that the pigeons are 
flying numerously in the neighborhood, the gunners rise en^ masse; the 
clap nets are spread out in suitable situations, and some live pigeons being 
made to flutter on a stick as birds just alighted, numbers of the passing 
flock are induced to descend and feed on the corn, buckwheat, &c., which 
they find strewed about; and, while thus engaged, the pulling of a cord 
covers them with the net—sometimes ten, twenty, or thirty dozen are taken 
at one sweep. Meantime the air is darkened with large bodies of them 
moving in various directions; the woods also swarm with them in search 
of acorns; and the thundering of the musketry is perpetual on all sides 
from morning till night. Wagon loads of them are poured into the mar
ket, where they sell from fifty to twenty-five, and even twelve cents per 
dozen ] and pigeons are universally found at breakfast, dinner, and supper, 
until the very name becomes sickening. When they have been kept alive 
and fed for some time on corn and buckwheat, their flesh acquires great 
superiority \ but in their common state they are far inferior to the full 
grown young ones or squabs. 

THE WILD TURKEY. 
ROM the north-western territory of the United States to the isthmus 
of Panama constitutes the native country of the wild turkey ; south 
0f the isthmus itis not to be found. In Canada, and the now densely 

jeopled par ts  of  the  Uni ted  Sta tes ,  th is  b i rd  was  former ly  very  a  un ant ;  
>ut the progress and aggressions of man have compelled them to seek 
•efuge in the remote interior. It is not probable that the range of the wild 
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&rSSK#" ™ -i -
It is not necessary to be particular in deserihmc «,* 

bird so well known in its tame state. The difference conJT-T6 of « 
supenor size and beauty of plumage in the™^?A S/H^ 
care of man, this bird has greatly degenerated not only inF W' ^tile 

but m its native country. When full grown ft a 1 ur.<?Pe and Asia, 
nearly four feet in length and nearly five in extent frn -
and presents, in its plumage, a rich assortment of £ Ik H 
which might be vainly sought in the domesticated l-T™?n 
appearance is such as, with other consider!r j Altogether, U; 
regret that he, rathe^- than 
national emblem of the United States TW • 1 f11, seIected as& 
the vanity of the tame turkev have W chole™ temper and 
the authors of « AmeriSn 8™5Sl T*Pr0^rbial m various langua^, 
not pkced °n the North American StcST ^ ̂  ̂  

eat mS, Te'VeS 1° T 
young frogs, and lizards are o'ccasionafhTfiT' i5® ®f'.and even tadP°fe 
the pecan nut is plenty thev nrefpv rti t r in crops; but where 
Their more general predilection i ?ruJ. 0 an^ other nourishmen:. 
rapidly fatten. When an unnsn'Qn V«"' 1S tbe acorn) 011 which tie? 
a particular section of country Ar(,{JJ.Se croP of acorns is produced in 
their ordinary haunte in the su^fnnd- °f turke?s are eafa(lfr» 
October, while the mast still remain^™ "^b°ut ^ beginningof 
and direct their course to the rich Wf i ,rees' they assemble in flocks 
observed in great numbers or? S! nu this season they are 
nruption is known to the Indians bv tL Mississippi. The time of this 

The males, usually termed anlhi na™e °{ the Turkey month. 
ten to one hundred and sopP fi • % in parties numbering from 
latter either movement^ dn W^he females; whilst tie 
grown, or-in company litbfLf ^ tlien nearly two-thirds 
sometimes consisting of seve t ®ma and their families—form troops, 
on avoiding the dd mJe JZF °VThey are all intent 
destroy the young by rene«f^°m VCr 0PP°rtunity offers, attack and 
travel in the samf dhecS ! /1'^8 °n the skulk A11 parties, however, 
their individual safety bvflvin "r °n Uldess they are compelled to seek 
is impeded by a large river ^Wi°m f ® of the hunter, or their progress 
highest eminences, that their a ,ut to cross a river, they select tie 
sometimes remain for a day n ' maJ be the more certain; and here they 
tion, or to be duly prepared fr,* m?re' a® *f f°r the purpose of consulta-
the males gobble obstreperously S° kazardous.a voyage. During this time 
as if they would animate the' an stmt with extraordinary importance, 
W The femalST^ ~ °ompminspire them wii M 
the males, the former SDrenrlmc?^ fs.®ume mu^h of the pompous air of 
length the assembled multitude 16lr adsand moving silently around. M 
whence, at a signal note frnm a l m?unt to the tops of the highest tree.', 
towards the opposite shore. Tmm^i^t' ,tke wbo^e together wing their way 
111 Cfossing a river, thev for «nn lc'dia elj after these birds have succeeded 

e ^1Ine ramble about without any apparent 
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umnimity of purpose, and a great many are destroyed bv a. v 
though they are then least valuable. ^ ae 

. WJien the turkeys have arrived in their land of abundance tu r 
m small flocks, composed of individuals of all ages and sexes'ilt 'T" 
who devour all the mast as they advance; this occurs about tw"^ 
November. It has been observed that, after these W in of 

turkeys become so familiar as to venture on the plantatlm T' 't; 
approach so near the farm houses as to enter the K ' aad eTe» 
in search of food. In this way they pithe 
During this season great numbers are killed bv the inPaf't i f 
=r the. h a frozen state, in order 

*£$££££?%££ &e r̂es 
hearing responds, rolling no?e for *** 
as when spreading the tail and struttingnPnr u,™, fpid succession;W 
bling that of the tame t,XJ „£ 1 uhe ben'but m a voice resent 
repeated noise. Where the turke^ a 6 rS ^ uausuaI or frequently 
enS to the other^i1 tr ZLZdTT« 
remarkable noise, uttered resnonsivelv f • es'. resoua'l with tin 
continued for about an b? 7 ^ ̂ r003ting Plac®- ® b 
descend from their perches and the°mal £iS1?s,of thc sun,_ they silently 
admiration of their mates ' Their nr 8 rgm Strut' as if to ™ tle 

remarkably pomnous^nd ^erS ^ P . 88*o{. apProach females h 
encounter one another and rl oas' an<3, m its course, the males often 
only terminated by the flight o?2-h CnSUe' when the confficti3 

whose favor is thus obtaS death.of the vanquished. With the hen 
does not hesitate to bestow his attentio^ f°r, 8eason'thoDgllie 

opportunity offers One nr mr, „10ns. on several females whenever aa 
favorite and rest in his immeSe IS\ T .associated, follow to 
until they bes-in to hv +1, neighborhood, if not on the same tree, 
eggs, which the male uffiforSy breaks"? intis"^68' * J? sexes separate and IL A  ^ reaKS it m his power. At this period the 
themselves by prostrate tree*68' f emaciated, retire and conceal 

exercise, and feeding nn r thus retirmg, using very httle 
strength, and when thi<? nbL . .iar Sr.asses, they recover their flesh and 
mence their rambles. 1S mec^ aoa^n congregate and re-com-

a proper plLrhfwbich^deri^he116 Weather is drD the femaIe se!ect3 

ment of water, and as fur •h egg8> secured from the encroach-
the crow. The nest Is nWd COnceaIed from the ™tchfuI eye of 
fallen top of a dead leafv tree ^ gro™d' eitll0r on a dry ridge, in the 
the side of a log - It kXl' ^ a thicket of ^mach or briars, or by 
dry leaves. In this receptaclif tb^ structure> being composed of a few 
number of twentv but mr.™ b®eggs are deposited, sometimes to tie 
those of the domestic bird. usua% from nine to fifteen; they are Ifc 

approaches it twice'bTthp^a011 ™ conceaf ment of her nest; she seldom 
very careful ^ ̂  her ^ ""J 
make it difficult even fnr. r>r,« l \ leaves m such a manner as to 

cumcuit, even for one who has watched her motions, to indicate the 
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exact spot. Nor is she easily driven from her post by the approach of 
apparent danger; but if an enemy appears, she crouches as low as possible 
and suffers it to pass. They seldom abandon their nests on account of 
being discovered by man; but should a snake or other animal suck one of 
the eggs, the parent leaves them altogether. If the eggs be removed she 
again seeks the male and re-commences laying, though otherwise she lays 
but one set of eggs during the season. Several turkey hens sometimes 
associate, perhaps for mutual safety, deposit their eggs in the same nest, 
and rear their broods together. Mr. Audubon once found three females 
sitting on forty-two eggs. In such cases the nest is commonly guarded by 
one of the parties, so that no crow, raven, or even polecat dares approach 
it. The mother will not forsake her eggs, when near hatching, while life 
remains; she will suffer an enclosure to be made around and imprison her 
rather than abandon her charge. 

As the hatching generally occurs in the afternoon and proceeds but 
slowly, the first night is commonly spent in the nest; but afterwards the 
mother leads them to elevated dry places, as if aware that humidity, during 
the first few days of their life, would be dangerous to them, they having 
then no other protection than a delicate, soft, hairy down. In rainy seasons 
wild turkeys are scarce, because when completely wetted the young rarely 
survive. At the expiration of about two weeks the young follow their mother 
to some low, large branch of a tree, where they nestle under her broadly 
curved wings. The time then approaches when they seek the open ground 
or prairie land during the day, in search of berries and grasshoppers, thus 
securing a plentiful supply of food and enjoying the genial influence of the 
sun. The young turkeys now grow rapidly, and in th& month of August, 
when several broods flock together and are led by their mothers into the 
forest, they are stout, and able to secure themselves from the unexpected 
attacks of their enemies, by rising quickly from the ground, and reaching 
with ease the upper limbs of the tallest tree.^ ^ ^ # 

It is rather surprising that, though the introduction of this bird into 
Europe is comparatively modern, its origin has been so much lost sight of, 
that eminent naturalists of the last century expressed themselves with great 
uncertainty concerning its native country. Thus Belon, Aldrovand, 
Gessner, Ray, and others, thought that it came originally from Africa and 
the East Indies, and endeavored to recognize it in some of the domestic birds 
of the ancients. But its American origin is now clearly ascertained. This 
bird was sent from Mexico to Spain early in the 16th century, and from Spain 
it was introduced into England in 1524. Since that period they have been 
bred with so much care, that in England, as we read in ancient chronicles, 
their rapid increase rendered them attainable at country feasts, where they 
were a much esteemed dish, so early as 1585. 

THE CASTOR-OIL PLANT 

species, 
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remarks, "in the form of large trees, frequently of bushes still 
usually of diminutive weeds, and occasionally of deformed leaflet, 
lent plants, resembling the cacti in their port." The J, 
becomes an annual in our climate, and its stem and branches are S? 
lose their ligneous nature, and afterwards, on being placed in aK 
to reassume their former characteristics. At Villefranchp w ' 
there were, in 1818, specimens in the open air above thirty feet Sf 
which it was believed were the only instances in Europe of the 
growing in an arborescent form. The tropical latitudes of Asia E° 
«n7a' ̂  ̂  ̂  " WWch 14 is W-us, 

medical uses. Both Jussieu and Lindley have enumerated them in ft 
respective systems of botany. The peculiar virtues of the plant reride 
prmcipally m a milky secretion which it produces, the strength and 
of which are determined by the secretion being more o less coS 

r aromati\odor, odiers a 

possessing useful tonic proper^sTi^ofhei.Ahf kavJs^'LorifirtnJ 
rft? »ll80me0f/he  ̂̂  be taTenUa";£ 

bSil "ftch ,roi!d * 
ordf8 WaXamcf,'lead Ts S3J5 JSS 

SShtaS smSied hS f ?• tur?inS its '» * m * TLP pp d y others of this widely diversified venus. 
excellent me^cS^tues'of ^b088^1""0!.- 7^' is high1^ valuabIe for tle 
be diuretic TbP ?7 fl01I which it furnishes: its root is said to 
cut * but it is from fli 10ns 0 flowers are shown in the accompanying 
 ̂4lol T• i" 'Je-oil is extpoctoi' »f Mi 

wdSlt each The oil h re 
Ltes, JfK £'tte West India Mm>s- * w 

six hours in^considerolfl pipped of their covering, are boiled about 
surface in a white and'fmrt * t • water' ancl the oil, as it rises to the 
boilings and ZrZiZ J f 7 113 car?fi% skimmed off. Successive 
fineness and purity. ° canvass hag, bring it to the necessary degree of 

the highest estimation VGllrn'ia^ "cold drawn," is generally held in 

linen bao-s and stwflhprl \ ri +1 •? whole being afterwards tied up in 
A French chem^ bnf ** f Sep»rates from the bruised seeds. 

founded on the circumstanced?its ro th-lrd ™ethod of extracting tbe o0' 
The best castor-nil k nfa 1 A emammg insoluble in alcohol, 

better are its dualities Tl P'' ° sfraw color, and the more limpid it is the 
date; but not onlt f ,f caslop-on ' * -*«' '«JtlJ 

acknowledged, W » 
P p are to be found in no other medicine. It was 
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formerly believed that the mode adopted for obtaining the oil Wi 
the seeds was the means of rendering it harsh and acnd • b,,t n15111? 
chemists, whp made experiments both on the seTd and it's rindT W 
the quality of the oil was not injured from the cause whichhad h 
posed, but that some mismanagement attending the nreramhV, ®?n SuP" 
might occur under either system, occasioned fhe decom2? ^ 
portion of the essential properties of the oil position of a small 

THE JACA-TEEE. 

West India Islands. There S ° 5® western continent, and the 
so called, with the ieaves doon! s1fe?ies j?\ bread-fruit, properly 
grows chiefly in the islands • nnrPfh " i°c dlvlded at tbe si(le3i #1 
Siiefly in the main land Asia" JaCk"frmt' °r JaCa'tree' wMch ^ 

t h e T h e i g h r t e o f t ? ^ t f o r t y ' i f  a  t i e . e :  t h e  A  r i s e s  t o  
inches in diameter- tbr> l,i l .'maf'^ gr°wn tree, is from a foot to fifteen 
coveredbysmdl Lbs tbfk * M of little chinks, and 
ufacture of a sort of cloth • anfff 18 fibfous' and used in the nan-
The branches come f 18 Sm°0tl1' soft'and of a yellow color. 
or twelve feet from tb<* - °rizontal manner, the lowest ones about ten 
they are nearer the ton Tbfl ' they become shorter and shorter as 
about eighteen inch^^r two wT® are,dlvided **> «even or nine lobes, 
bears male and fernale flo J. IfS' *?d are of a lively green. The tree 
females at the extremities of en f ™ among the upper leaves and the 
about nine inches Zlf u Whwi M-grown, the fruit is 
hexagonal warts form'pr? * + ®baped, of a greenish color, and marked with 
ous and parilyIbrZ hnf ^ -Th? Pu?Pis partly farinaee-
The whole tree, when in o en 9?04® "pe, it becomes yellow and juicy, 
of so tenacious a nature as to hfl abounds with a viscid milky juice, 

The bread-fruit W A r out m threads, 
the year. Such is its abirndf1168 P uctive for about eight months in 
man's yearly supply a storo if6' 0 or three trees will suffice for a 
the islands, which is eaten durW+if lrd;o a sour paste, called mh in 
is roasted until the outside is f ™Productive season. When the fruit 
that of wheaten bread and tbo + f - • PuIP bas a consistency not unlike 
and roasted chestnuts' B £*J?? £ between that of bread 
various ways. 8 S£ud to be vei7 nourishing, and is prepared in 

construction of Luses^and^bo^f+f' tbougb s°ft, is found useful in the 
and the juice answers for bird ll™ ™al®flower, dried, serves for tinder, 

3 t0r bnd-lime and glue; the leaves for packing and 
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S££!w!ae inner laA'beaten togeaer'makes oae «» 
The Jaca or Jack, which is represented in our engraving mmt . 

same or even to a larger size, than the bread-iruit of the sSiK? f 
but it is neither so palatable nor so nutritious. Though its sneA 
implies that it is entire-leaved the leaves of it are sometimes found £ 
like those of the other. The fruit often weighs more than thirty f' 
and contains two hundred or three hundred seeds, each of them four? 
as arge as an almond. December is the time when the fruit ripens • F 
then eaten, though not much relished; and the seeds or nuts aCel 
after being roasted. There are many varieties of the Jaca-trP? L ; 
which can hardly be distinguished from the seedling variety of'the t 
bread-fruit. The fruit, and also the part of the £ h whL ift £ 
duced, varies with the age. When the tree is young the Sd ar t sar from the ,rit; L ̂  *£5 

THE DATE-PALM. 
that are congenial to its growth, the date is one of tee 

JL fineirtW pal.subsistence of man; and its localitj 
the fruits of the re™ f caano^' stnc% speaking, be classed either mil 
a certain^inte^T™! * °r with ^ of the tropical. Itholds 
ar, few other eac Ant ?egeteMes Z "" 
soil and th^wnnf8!?^ . fre» }n consequence of the extreme aridity of tie 
that StrictiTS! m-1Stu;Vn the air> n<«* of the CereaHa will grow: 
interruptions fmm th^f+i °^. f mighty desert which extends with but-few 
four thousand miles 6 n i" f con^nes °f Persia, an extent of nearly 
of the region in which n shores, banks of the rivers, and every part 
with unskillful culture ^ 18 humidity, are exceedingly fertile; and even 
fruits But aloncr the P uce t^e most abundant crops and the choicest 
which here^and t^ere spot^that w^ffeSer':' in the Waller oases oi-isles 
only vegetable on wTnVn wilderness of sand, the date-palm is the 
saline and succulent descrin^" Su^).si®t- Over the lowly vegetables, of J 
raises its trunk and spreads its ^pPeaf on this soi1'the date 

the thirsty land It!« se i ^ ' 18 the sole vegetable monarch .'1 

that can beConsidered ^8a abundant, and so unmixed with anything el* 
Barbary and the desert that tVs 6 ™ 1C0lintl7 between the states of 
and upon the last nlain a i region is designated as the Land of Date; 
that break the dd^OT^line rfthuTV3 aPPTOaclied> and the only #o:= 
of the Arab. The si™o + landscape are the date-palm and the tent 
its sinuosities • in Trinil" .retLaccompauies the margin of the desert in all 
north of Arabia and ?n /hm BT,Ca' aIonS the ^Uey of the Nile, in the 

Arabia, and in the south-east of Turkey. Wing its stem, and 
TO* ** W ' ' ...ffi • jratfk a0Bi 
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expanding its broad and beautiful shade, where there is nothing else to 
shelter man from the burning rays of the sun, the palm-tree is hailed by 
the wanderer in the desert with more pleasure than he hails any other tree 
in any other situation. Nor is it for its shade alone, or even for its fruit 
that the palm is so desirable in that country; for wherever a little clump 
of palms contrast their bright green with the red wilderness around, the 
traveler may in general be sure that he shall find a fountain ready to afford 
him its cooling water. 

Although there are some palms more majestic, the date-palm is still a 
beautiful tree. Its stem shoots up in one cylindrical column to the height 
of fifty or sixty feet, without branch or division, and of the same thickness 
throughout its whole length. When it attains this height, its diameter is 
from a foot to eighteen inches. From the summit of this majestic trunk it 
throws out a magnificent crown of leaves, which are equally graceful in 
their formation and arrangement. 

" Those groups of lovely date-trees bending 
Languidly their leaf-crowned heads, 

Like youthful maids, when sleep descending 
Warns them to their silken beds." 

The main stems of the leaves are from eight to ten feet long, firm, shining, 
and tapering; and each embraces, at its insertion, a considerable part of 
the trunk. The trunk of the palm is in fact made up of the remains of 
leaves, the ends of which are prominent just under the crown, but more 
obliterated towards the root of the tree. The bottoms of the leaves are 
enveloped in membranous sheaths, or fringed with very tough fibrous 
matter. These leaves are pinnated, or in the form of feathers, each leaf 
being composed of a great number of long, narrow leaflets, which are alter
nate, and of a bright lively green. Near the base of the leaf these leaflets 
are often three feet long; but even then they are not one inch in breadth, 
neither do they open flat, but remain with a ridge in the middle, something 
like the keel of a boat. When the leaves are young they are twisted 
together and matted up with loose fibres, which open and disperse as the 
leaf expands. The young leaflet is also armed at the extremity with a hard 
black spine or thorn. They are more stiff and firm than the leaves of any 
other tree. 

The flowers come out in large bunches or spikes from between the leaves; 
they are at first inclosed in a spatha, or sheath, which opens to let them 
expand, and then shrivels and withers. The date-palm is a disecious tree, 
having the male Bowers in one plant, and the female, or fruiting ones, in 
another. The male flowers are considerably larger than the female; and 
the latter, instead of having stamens in their centres, have the rudiments 
of dates, about the size of small peas. 

The two distinct sexes of the date-tree appear to have been known from 
the remotest antiquity, as they are noticed by all the ancients who describe 
the tree. It is not a little remarkable that there is a difference in the 
fructification of the wild date and the cultivated. Wild dates impregnate 
themselves; but the cultivated ones do not without the assistance of art. 
In every plantation of cultivated dates, one of the labors of the cultivator 
consists in collecting the flowers of the male date, climbing to the top of the 
female with them, and dispersing the pollen on the germs of the dates. So 
essential is this operation that, although the male and female trees are 

s 
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growing in the same plantation, the crops fails if it be not performed, \ 
very remarkable instance of this is related by Delile in his "Egyptia 
Flora." The date-trees in the neighborhood of Cairo did not yield a crop 
in 1800. The French and Turkish troops having been fighting all oyer tie 
country in the spring, field-labor of every kind was suspended, and, amon* 
the rest, the^ fecundation of the date. The female date-trees put forth their 
bunches of flowers as usual, but not one of them ripened into edible fruit, 
The pollen of the male trees appears to have been scattered over the coun
try by the winds ; and, as it had not been sufficiently abundant for reaching 
the germs, so as to insure fructification, an almost universal failure was tie 
consequence. Michaux relates an instance in which the male date-trees of 
a whole province were wantonly destroyed by an invading army; buttle 
inhabitants, who were apprehensive of such a result, having previously 
taken the precaution of collecting and preserving the pollen in close vessel, 
were enabled to impregnate the female flowers with it after the country was 
cleared from the destroying army. It is said that the pollen had thus 
preserved its powers during nineteen years. 

Four or five months after the operation of fecundation has been performed, 
the dates begin to swell; and when they have attained to nearly their full 
size, they are carefully tied to the base of the leaves, to prevent them from 
being bruised or beaten by the wind. If meant to be preserved, thejare 
gathered a little before they are ripe; but when they are intended to be 
eaten fresh, they are allowed to ripen perfectly, in which state they are a 
very refreshing and agreeable fruit. Ripe dates cannot however be kept 
any length of time, or conveyed to any great distance, without fermenting 
and becoming acid ; and therefore those which are intended for storing up, 
or for being carried to a distant market, are dried in the sun upon mat*. 
The dates which come to the European market from the Levant and 
Barbary are in this state ; and the travelers in the desert often carry with 
them a little bag of dried dates, as their only or their chief sustenance 
during journeys of many hundred miles. In some parts of the East, the 
dates that fall from the cultivated trees are left upon the ground for tfc 
refreshment of the wayfaring man. 

In the Hedjaz, as Burckhardt informs us, (and the observation appfc 
very generally to^ other date countries,) the harvest of dates is expecte. 
with as much anxiety, and attended with as general rejoicing, as the vinta. 
of the south of Europe. The crop sometimes fails, or is destroyed b; 
locusts, and a universal gloom overspreads the population. The people d) 
not depend upon the new fruit alone: but during the ten months of 
year when no ripe dates can be procured their principal subsistence is the 
date-paste, called adjoue, which is prepared by pressing the fruit, w 

' *nto *ar&e ^askets. " What is the price of dates atMe^1 

or Medina ?" is always the first question asked by a Bedouin who meets a 
passenger on the road. 

There is, indeed, hardly any part of the tree which is not serviceable to 
man, either as a necessary or as a luxury. When the fruit is compp-: 
ripened it will, by strong pressure, yield a delicious syrup, which seno? - : 
preserving dates and other fruits ; or the fruit may be made into jellies a-
ar s. The stalks of the bunches of dates, hard as they are in their in -

state as well as the kernels, are softened by boiling, and, in that condmo. 
fit for Ceding cattle. Dates, with the addition of water, afford . 
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distillation a very good ardent spirit, which, as it does not come within the 
prohibition of the Koran against wine, is much used in some of the 
Mohammedan countries, and answers the same purpose of false excitement 
as the various kinds of fermented liquors and distilled spirits used by other 
nations. Palm-wine is also made from the date, and is also without the 
statute of the prophet. It is the sap of the tree, and can only be obtained 
by its destruction, so that such trees only as as are unproductive are 
selected for the purpose of obtaining it. The time chosen for the purpose 
is when the tree is in the most active state of vegetation. The crown is 
then cut off and a cavity scooped in the top of the trunk. As the sap rises 
it .exudes into this cavity at the rate of nearly a gallon a day for the first 
two weeks, after which it gradually diminishes, and, at the end of six weeks 
or two months, it stops entirely, and the tree, which has become completely 
dry by the operation, is cut down for firewood, or for some other of the 
purposes to which the trunk of the palm is applied. When the juice first 
exudes from the tree it is remarkably sweet, but it soon ferments and 
becomes vinous, with a certain degree of acidity. This juice may also be 
distilled into an ardent spirit; and, in fact, the genuine arrack, or rack, of 
the East is obtained from the juice of palms. In Egypt and Arabia the 
date-trees that have become unproductive through age or any other circum
stance are commonly disposed of in this manner. What is called the 
cabbage of the palm is a conical tuft in the centre of the crown of leaves, 
and is formed of the future leaves in their undeveloped state. When the 
outside is removed, this part of the date-tree tastes very much like a fresh 
chestnut ; but, like the palm-juice, it is obtained only by the destruction of 
the tree, and therefore it is not taken except from those trees that are cut 
for the sake of the sap or juice. 

The fibrous parts of the date-tree are made into ropes, baskets, mats, and 
various other articles of domestic use ; and so are the strings or stalks that 
bear the dates. The cordage of the ships navigating the Red Sea is almost 
exclusively of the inner fibrous bark of the date-tree. The trunk answers 
very well for posts, railings, and other coarse purposes ; but it is not fit for 
being worked into planks, as its fibrous nature makes it easily split length
wise into threads. The medullary part is much more abundant and soft 
towards the centre of the tree than towards the circumference, and there-
iore the trunk is generally cleft in two down the middle, for the purpose 
ot allowing the heart to dry and harden. The medullary part of the tree 
is paitly iarmaceous, and soluble in water; and anutricious substance may 

e 00 ained from it, resembling in consistency the sago which is obtained 
from another kind of palm. In the proper date-tree the quantity of this is 
small, and the quality not good; and is, in both respects, much exceeded 
by a smaller species of palm, a native of the East Indies. 

Even the leaves of the date-palm have their usestheir great length 
and comparatively small breadth, and their toughness, render them very 
200fi ma.tarinla —x ^ \ Ans. ^ • i ^ ,1 emu. uieir tougnness, reiiuei , 
good materials for the construction of coarse ropes, baskets, bags, fans, 
brooms, panniers and mats. The stem of the leaf, which forms a long and 
tapering rod or staff, serves many useful purposes. At Bagdad it is a trade 

w?r UP into all sorts of domestic articles, such as 
coucnes, cages, and even tables and stools. When an even a 
nWrf f 1'.the sticks are iaid side by side, and then the 
planed to something of a level. The circular boats of the Ti; 
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Euphrates are so entirely made from the leafstem and leaflets of the date-
tree. The former serves for ribs, which are interwoven with the leaflets, 
the whole being afterwards coated with bitumen. On the continent of 
Europe palm-branches are a regular article of trade; and the religious 
processions, both of Christians and Jews, in the greater part of Europe, 
are supplied from some palm-forests near the shores of the Gulf of Genoa. 

The cutivation of the date-tree is an object of the highest importance in 
the countries of the east. In the interior of Barbary,—in a great part of 
Egypt,—in the more dry districts of Syria,—and in Arabia, it is almost 
the sole subject of agriculture. In the valleys of the Hedjaz there are 
more than a hundred kinds of dates, each of which is peculiar to a district 
and has its own peculiar virtues. Date-trees pass from one person to 
another in the course of trade, and are sold by the single tree; and the 
orice paid to a girl's father on marrying her often consists of date-trees. 

A pleasant anecdote was related to Sir John Malcolm, wrhich will serve 
to illustrate the indispensable character of this tree in the eyes of the 
Arabs, to whom indeed it seems to occupy much the same place in the 
vegetable kingdom as the camel does in the animal; and to be in an equal, 
perhaps a superior degree, a beautiful provision of nature for their wants 
and the peculiar physical circumstances of the country they inhabit. The 
story runs thus:—" Some time since an Arab woman, a native of Abushe-
her, went to England with the children of a Mr. Beauman. She remained 
in your country four years. When she returned, all gathered round her to 
gratify their curiosity about England. " What did you find there ? Is it 
a fine country ? Are the people rich ? Are they happy ?" She answered, 
" The country was like a garden; the people were rich, had fine clothes, 
fine houses, fine horses, fine carriages, and were said to be very wise and 
happy." The audience were filled with envy of the English, and a gloom 
spread over them which showed discontent at their own condition. They 
were departing with this sentiment when the woman happened to say, 
" England certainly wants one thing ?"—" What is that?" said the Arabs 
eagerly. " There is not a single date-tree in the whole country !" Are 
you sure ?" was the general exclamation. " Positive !" said the old nurse; 
" I looked for nothing else all the time I was there, but I looked in vain." 
This information produced an instantaneous change of feeling among the 
Arabs; it was pity, not envy, that now filled their breasts, ancl they went 
away wondering how men could live in a country where there were no 
date-trees." 

Our engraving represents a wild date-palm, found by MM. Leon and 
Laborde in the Sinai mountains. It exhibits none of the elegance of form 
under which the palm-tree is usually represented, and which is commonly 
supposed its proper characteristic, although actually caused by art,—the 
simple art of cutting away year by year the lower branches, or rather 
leaves, as the tree ascends in its growth. This not being attended to, a 
rampart is formed with the decayed branches, and the tree continues to 
grow from the midst of its own debris. Neglected by the desert Arab, 
who considers all culture as below his dignity, the palm-trees sometimes form 
impenetrable forests; but more frequently insolated near some spring, as 
in the engraving, it stands a most cheering beacon to the traveler, promis
ing on the one hand water whereby his thirst may be appeased, and on the 
other grateful shade under which he may repose. 
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GIGANTIC CHESTNUT THEE. 
NE of the most celebrated trees in the world, is the great chestnnt 
tree of Mount /Etna, of which the accompanying engraving is a 
representation, as it existed in 1784; it is known by the name of 

the Lastagno de cento cavalli, (the chestnut tree of a hundred horses.) 
A tradition says that Jane, Queen of Arragon, on her voyage from Spain 
to Naples, landed in Sicily, for the purpose of visiting Mount /Etna; and 
that being overtaken by a storm, she and her hundred attendants on horse
back found shelter within the enormous trunk of this celebrated tree. At 
any rate the name which it bears, whether the story be true or not is 
expressive enough of its prodigous size. ' 

It appears to consist of five large and two smaller trees, which, from the 
circumstance of the bark and boughs being all outside, are considered to 
have been one trunk originally. The largest trunk is thirty-eight feet in 
circumference, and the circuit of the whole five, measured just above the 
mucT^llT -hfUnired and sif.y-three feet; it still bears rich foliage, and 
Z d i S *  \ * ° u g h  t h e  h e a r t  o f  t h e  t r u n k  i s  d e c a y e d ,  a n d  a p u b l i c  
tbo Jvfi r0-"S \ 7?dev onough for two coaches to drive abreast. In 
and Ca)? y t * the accommodation of those who collect and preserve the chestnuts. 

This is said, by the natives, to be « the oldest of trees." From the state 
, v VS impossible to have recourse to the usual mode of estimating 

thprpfnvp° 1GeS ^ C0UI^.in§ concentric rings of annual growth, and 
of • r°-^Xai I1m?ie,ri? exPrcssion can be assigned to the antiquity 

That may b? s®e thousand years old, is hynl 
SpnpJ /• ?•' ^df1nson examined in this manner a Baobab tree in 
bunded' r6 iat ^ bad attained the age of five thousand one 
the f.Aif,), * i r(y Jears' and De Candolle considers it not improbable that 
and sovpnf 6 f af°. .n 0 Chapultepec, in Mexico, which is one hundred 

It i7plT/A iincCArCUmfcrenCe' may be still more aged, 
of trees a i the great chestnut tree were in reality a collection 
L Brvdnnpapprrs-^ bP-the wonder of its size would at once be at an end. Brydone, who visited it in 1770, says: 
seem tolhp nnJ fS mfanf struck with its appearance, as it does not 
Sled to n, r ' 5* %bSfh.rf &larSe trees growing together. We 
us that hv tlio *^U1 6I °4 !j-e .imPos^^on > when they unanimously assured 
these wer<T tlT7?• tradlti°n' and even testimony of the country, all 
this when it /"v ,i1D °ne s^em> that their grandfathers remembered 
all quarters^ TJt ̂̂ the §lory of tb« ^rest, and visited from 
ruin we beheld WPK^7 ^ past i4 had been reduced to the venerable 
that there ' d J 6^an examine it with more attention, and found 
once unite(Mn \ mU aPPearanc.e as if these five trees had really been 
and it does indeed' -0 0Pe?1J1S in the middle is at present prodigous; 
occupied bv solid f r?1mre Pai(:b 11° believe that so vast a space was once 

y unber. But there is no appearance of bark op the inside 
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of any of the stumps, nor on the sides that are opposite to one wi 
I have since been told by the Canonico Recupero, an ingenious ee<tt' 
of this place, that he was at the expense of carrying up peasants Sff 
to dig round the Castagno de cento and he aS me 

honor, that he found all these stems united below ground in one root?' 

THE CITY OF YORK, 

ORK was certainly a Roman, and, in all probability, was previonslv 
a British town, if so we may call one of those collections of £ 

A occupying a cleared-out spot in the midst of the woods, which were 
the only towns the island had to boast of when in the possession of X 
proprietors. The station or settlement, it is most likely, derived its name 
from the river on the banks of which it was placed, now the Ouse or Sle 
sentTph1 1 !6 It°T ?°re' f ®ound which seems evident!y to be pre-' 
sent in Eb-or-acum, the Latinized form used by the Romans The one of 
Eboracum again is no doubt the origin of the modern York. 

however sSndr0Vtrffr . T°rk' the Pr5aciPal part of which, 
its iunction with thv ?i 01 + ° immediately above s junction with the smaller stream called the Eors Vessels of ninetv XzTitar°ndt "r 0i,ss m ^ - yoa%uhX:L2 
in the kingdom v the chicf marts of foreign commerce 
Edword T °fr, a , foundation, however, of the port of Hull by 
mercSl iLoZS 5V Tb°f the thirteenth cenW, thehade and com-

TheiZt  f 0r}  kegan raPid]y to decline, 
the nominal ronlf °K fs' stained for a long time after not merelj 
in theXsdom ' Y« t • X T S6<lUence' of one the principal to 
w h o s e 6  £ $ J ?  « ^ K E n g k n d '  e V L ° ^  
claims to rtL \ * n- orc*> f°r which, among other reasons, it 
second city'in the realm^In ll metroPolis' and to be accounted tie 
to have been mnrp +i ' T \ ^oman times, however, it may be said 
emperors who' visited tP* ndon> the capital of the island. The Koman 
at York Here the em1S couniry r the most part took up their residence 
York Ids heaSutte^T *** in *• 7** 211, after making 
spent in the island Tl Ulm^ the three or four preceding years which be 
still be^hename of'^ ^ft 
have been discovered in Severus: and many other remains that 
the establishment of the a-g-es attest the Roman domination. After 
kingdom rStamto,SP Y°.rt ^ ">« "* 
this district like flip rp-f P , t h ° u g h ,  o n  t h e  a r r i v a l  o f  t h e  N o r m a n s ,  
instance to the invaders it was in the firs. 
struggle was imdp W ' r , scene on which, soon afterwards, a 
relnSi to reit &£ of Sakon tad. ..4 * 

re0ain their independence. This insurrection, however, was 
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soon crushed by the activity and energy of the concmeror u-h i • 
to York, starved it into a surrender in six months, and thel aft ^^ 
fashion, erected a fortress in the close neighborhood of terius®ial 
for the future in awe. This was the oSn of 5 40 

at the southern extremity of the city in the anele f,, !^ Cftle> siti»ted 
of the two rivet*. At I m. Set 
which was the keep of the old castle ™d foot u auea °bnord s W 
whom William appointed the first goVernors of lLTS6 7,?® Clifo1' 
times Parliaments were frequently held at York • and in^qq p/n 

even removed the courts of law from London to ' Edffar(1 I. 
tmued to sit for seven years wliere they coo-

fortification. This wall whichhad fiStn ' ?? *7 7° of the old »•» 
recovered from the damage it sustained deeaJ» never having 
Thomas Fairfax and General Leslev WaS besieged by Sir 
and a walk is now formed alon^ the^on 7- n late^ rePaireci. 
resort of the inhabitants P P lt;'wbich is a favorit( 

T * '  T* 1 JAW *• 
pansh churches of which it still ref1C*USe+' t in(,10ns of tIl0Se numer® 
it formerly posse sId F r- L ^ twenty-three out of forty-two which 
bulk and lofty towers of theM? Wver' rise enormous 
city, and to LTaSt4e^ tP»'«'«' 
large building erected about it 1, • • °PPoslte quarter is the Castle, a 
of the Oon,iAF^4 >r?e»fth« « ceetay, on the i 
debtors. Beside the Counts' "P • as a prison for criminals and 
of Assize. The other S ̂S™1are1 ^County Hall and the Courts 
an elegant structure ereef d^ buildings are the Mansion House, 
the middle of toe X'eSh"'A"1 172®> the *h 
England, being ninetv-siv foot"-'7' i i. °te ''Ie Gothic rcomsin 
twenty-nine and a h^f in h • nf ^y forty-three in breadth and 
the Assembly Rooms built in* I*? Q n'• 5®ST*1 Chamber> built 5n 18W: 

thoroughly repaired 'in 1822 • t A first opened in 1769, and 
the establishment of the same WltE tIie County Lunatic Asylum, 
called the Retreat the Count rr belonging to the Society of Friends, 
House of Correction &c TiTe A°SPi,k- ithe New CitJ Jail, the New City 
city, the only residence attaehedT^v? of York Iias n0 bouse in the 
thorpe, which stands on the k i * See beinS the Palace at Bishops-
down the river. op the Ouse, about three miles farmer 

quarters, being somewhat]o^th °fY is about three miles and three-
The space within however L *77 walls of the City of London, 
houses than it is in London sqiTL denseIJ occuPied bJ streets and 

increased to that amount from 20 787*awas 25,359, having 
streets of York used formerly to he f * preceding ten years. The 
many of the houses being Wilt J 7 m<7 Part extremelJnarrow-
fashion of that stvle of twl00 ' and> according to the common 

c ure, often overhanging the road below with 
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their upper stories. Many of these ancient edifices, however, have been 
taken down of late years, and the principal streets widened and otherwise 
improved. Still the city, in almost every part, wears a look of other times; 
and could no more be mistaken for a modern town, notwithstanding the 
modern comforts and elegancies that are to be found here and there inter
spersed among the relics of the past, than an ancient lady could be mis
taken for her grand-daughter because she may be attired in a gown or 
head-dress of the same fashion. . 

Amone the most important of the recent alterations and repairs which 
have taken place in York, are to be reckoned those connected with the two 
rivers on the banks of which it stands. The Fors has been changed fiom 
little better than a stagnant ditch, into a clear and ornamental stream; and 
the navigation of the Ouse, which had been long neglected, has been 
greatly improved since the commencement of the present century. -New 
bridges have likewise been thrown over both rivers; that over the Fors 
bein° a single arch, and that over the Ouse consisting of three elliptical 
arches, of which the center one is seventy-five, and each of the others 
sixty-five feet in span. The old bridge which crossed the Fors, was erected 
about the beginning of the fifteenth century; that of the Ouse is supposed 
to have been built at the expense of the Archbishop Walter Grey, about 
the year 1235. It consisted of five pointed arches, and_ the center arch 
was supposed to be the largest in Europe, with the exception of that of the 
Rial to, at Venice. A graveled walk was some years ago formed for about 
a mile along the left bank of the river, immediately to the south of the 
bridge, which, being now shaded with lofty elms, and having^ become a 
fashionable promenade, is one of the greatest ornaments of the city. 

In a description of York, its ancient gates ought not to be forgotten. 
They are four in number, namely, Micklegate Bar to the south-west, over 
the entry from London; Walmgate Bar to the south-east, Monk Bar to the 
north-east, and Bootham Bar to the north-west, facing the great road from 
Scotland. All these structures are at least as old as the thirteenth cen
tury; and the inner arch of the Micklegate Bar, which is a portion of a 
circle, is supposed to be of the Roman times. Besides the four principal 
gates, there were formerly also five posterns, or smaller and more private 
entrances, but two of them, the Skeldergate and Castlegate posterns have, 
within these few years, been taken down. 

THE MANGO THEE. 
f*NDIA and the south-western countries of Asia, Brazil and the West 
JL Indies, produce the Mango tree in great abundance. It was lntro-
IK duced into Jamaica in the year 1782. It is a large tree, attammg the 
£i?ht of thirty or forty feet, with thick and wide-extended branches, and 
ias been compared to the oak, in its manner of the growth. The leaves are 
icattered, stalked, simple, about a span long and an inch or two wide, wavy, 
intii'o tapering at each end, veiny, smooth, and shining. 







-"i-ni iviAJUMEE TREE. 

At first the fruit is of a green color and Slze of a m<* ^ 

mango' emits a'tdl'S 
£TthltnSlj f atifyjng.ExternSj7tier?is a thin It' ^ °f ikt-
ing that a pulp, which has some appear^! J J7 • fm; and uponre^ 

Which the pulp adheres firmly Tn ' reseJlbh,nS that, of the pe • 
stone does nJ exist ™J- ^ one variety of the mango, ho£\' 

Pi-rpwards °f <*•* 
dmg to the countries where theHL of the fruits nJJJjT 
etabS1<>n' ,iWhile the fruit> as a whfle 7s' one of th Clrcumstancea of the'-

PJr0ducts' in some varieties it'if m°st de!i®u3of^ 

a»d flavor to those ofXS'.10 b« —iS 
Thei ^ Irldia' that S^rds are' placed°0y<fr { "V?® °f the finertl^ 
The largest variety is the "man™ ^ Ji , J ,m dunnS the fmit seaa 
upwards of two pounds. aDg° d°dol> the of which weigb 

th t7 Iar,,the h®8^ fruitnthatniis^enwalIyPn ^d "* 7™ te™S of tbe 

that which is most uniformly gfateful t// w° tho8e re£ions> aad « 
i s  v a r i o u s l y  u s e d .  S o m e t i m e 7  f i s c a l p a , a t e '  
wine or macerated in wine ; it is alsoJ*.8and eaten with or withou: 
and it ,s frequently opened w th l °rder to its Preservation; 
ginger, garlick, mJstard, anj salt wS ' th-G middIe filIed UP 
with nee, or after the manner of XSjJ1 r VmWthat ifc A beaten 

The several carts nf fiJ I pickled olives. 
The wood is consecrated to*thTse™ •appljedto some «se by the Hindoos, 
construct the funeral piles with i f,f °. e dead; some employ it to I 
the coffins in which they are incloJed i°diGS are consumed> and others 
Place of areca or cuangl STaTSS The stalks supply the 
nee kernels various kinds of food q betel. From the flour of tie 

bark, &c., many medicinal virtues ?° the Ieaves>floTO' 
numerate here. attributed, which it is not necessarj 

THE MAMMEE TREE, 

fwith thTof th? miTofstanof.the the same 
where it grows to a 1IS a native of West Indies, 

^rowne states that it is one of the tree""7SIXty or seventy feet in height. 
n ™her, and abounds with a va -r® lu ^amaica; that it affords excel-

with a resinous gUm. It is a- handsome, straight 
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crowing tree, with a spreading head; and the leaves are oblong and obtuse, 
with very many fine, closely-set parallel veins. The fruit of the mammee 
is yellow, not unlike, either m shape or size, one of the largest russet apples. 
The outer rind, which easily peels off, is thick and leathery; beneath this 
is a second very delicate coat, which adheres closely to the pulp, and should 
be carefully removed before eating the fruit, as it leaves a bitter taste in 
the mouth/which, though not very strong at first, it is said will continue 
for two or three days. The seeds, of which there are two or three in the 
centre, are resinous and very bitter; but the pulp under the skin—which, 
when ripe, is of a deep yellow, resembling that of the finest apricot, and 
of considerable consistency—is very fragrant, and has a delicious but very 
peculiar flavor. It is eaten either raw and alone, or cut into slices with 
wine or sugar, or preserved in syrup. To people with weak stomachs, it 
is said to be more delicious than healthful; but still it is highly prized, and 
abundant in the West India markets. A liquor called San Creole is also 
obtained from its flowers in Martinique by distilling them w ith spirits. The 
mammee was found by Don in the vicinity of Sierra Leone ; but whether 
native there, or imported from America, cannot be ascertained. 

STONEHENGE. 

STONEHENGE is the most remarkable ancient monument now re
maining in England; nor, indeed is there known anywhere to exist 
so stupendous an erection of the same character. Even in its pres

ent half-ruined state, the venerable pile retains a majesty that strikes, at 
the first glance, both the most refined and the rudest eye: and the admi
ration of the beholder grows and expands as a more distinct conception of 
the original plan of the structure gradually unfolds itself from amidst the 
irregular and confused mixture of the standing and the fallen portions, 
which for a short time perplexes the contemplation. It is then felt to be 
the produce, not only of great power and skill, but of a grand idea. 

The situation is a highly commanding one. Stonehenge stands at a short 
distance north-west from the town of Amesbury, on the brow of one of those 
broad and gentle elevations which in many places slightly undulate the vast 
level of Salisbury Plain. The turnpike road from Amesbury to Shrewton, 
running in a north-west direction, passes close by it. It rises on the trav
eler's left as he proceeds from Amesbury, and is approached by a short 
avenue, marked by the traces of a ditch on each side. The direction of 
this avenue is from north-east to south-west, and it has been crossed 
obliquely by the turnpike road. It appears to have formed the only 
entrance to the enclosure in which the building stands, which is formed by 
a circular ditch, three hundred and sixty-nine yards in circumference, and 
having a slight rampart on the inner side. It has been supposed that, 
besides this, there were two other entrances; but both Dr. Stukeley and 
Sir Richard' Colt Hoare, whose descriptions of Stonehenge are the fullest 
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and most careful that have been published and h^™0 > 
perfect agreement in all material points, are decidedlv of ^ ® 7 
breaks nvthe ditch have been made in modern times nreh«KW att,K* 
passage of carts, by which so many of the stones uL i, ^ to allow the 

The building stands in the centreof to ei 
of enormous upright blocks, having others placed unnn k An outer circle 
of a door is placed upon the side-posts, so as to form s L * !fVS tfie ^1 
has enclosed a space of a hundred fek in diamS S °f 

of this circle had been originally thirty in number but J , Up"ght st°Bes 

them are now standing. The portion of the a,\. 1 e • sevente® of 
still tolerably entire ; and the^oo^S 27 t fa-CinS 'ie north-eastis 
ma jbe said to be in perfect preSll 'ir™"?'?" »« 
stones, each thirteen feet in height and hetwoo .consi®ts of two upright 
with a third block placed over lem of imrf "? "» *. 
two feet eight inches in depth. The space between f Iengtll) 211(1 

feet, which is rather a wider interval El f r '8 two Posts is«ve 
other pillars. Throughout the ™Va1a fi v ,ur® between any two of the 
in the line of the circumference so that ther^m S1?Vof' *5® St°De isplaced 

than of open space in the proportionof72 hfve been more if wall 
imposts are fixed upon the uprights throughout bv fho & ! t0 five< Tfce 

tenon and mortise; the ends of the ,, °ir 7 contrivance called a 
projections, and corresponding hollows S ng bewn into tenons or 
They arc oval or eggXped 0? 1. *»»** *> <*> 
upright, and two mortices in each of tho^ ! -tw° tenons on eacl1 

number with the uprights The m-ine Vmp°i ' are of the same 
bestowed upon these fitting • for a7S h 7 ^ must have bm 

are visible upon the other parts of tho t [ marks of the hewer's tool 
upon the whole, rude and^Luiar TlT' tbdr S"rface has ^ 
towards the top; but even in this t-'ac.' + ^ are ma taper a little 

Within this great cirde there ! PlCt th/y are not unifo™-
smaller, but also much ruder in thdr o ir ™ bj stones not on'j much 
nally been forty, but oi^e^vSlTW°f ,theSe there had <& 
has never had any imposte • it ;{ 1 ? -T now be traced- T,lis circle 
consequently, the interval between it and^he f"1" 2 diameter'ai(l' 

The next enclosure has been f^ a r i °uter circle is eight feet, 
very majestic height exceeding m6 ^ ^en stones, but they are of 
They have been disposed in five rf 7 J -°P ^ose m the outer circle, 
rather of a horseshoe; the upper ̂ 2' f m tbe Porm a ova1'or 

door. The two pairs at the • i- acinS the north-east, or the great 
mom each other about fortv feS2 T °.f the curTC> which are distant 
but the height of the next two ° 1 s^een feet three inches high; 
of the last pair, the station of s?yen^eeu feet two inches; and that 
was twenty-one feet and a half^ A *7 .^?en directly facing the opening, 
ciuced by this ascendincr elevaKnn a . n& effect must have been pro-
been given to the structure L fin variety and lightness must also hare 
equal distances, as in the two a.rranSement of the stones here; not at 
ween each two pairs beincr mn^h euor. rows> but in pairs, the interval be-

eomposing each pair. The nn,.; ?feax?r1^an *^at between the two stones 
as m the outer circle. One if f? * S 8 row ^ave imP°sts over them, 
01ig'n c°urse the imposts ho™ ™P°.sts is sixteen feet three inches 

on ^ ^ye iu number. Of the f ' n°- rm*nS a continuous architrave, are 
ve pairs, or rather trilithons (that is, com-
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binations of three stones), although some of the shafts have bee ;*• 
and mutilated, all are still in their places, except the fifth or that Z 
faced the entrance. This trilithon fell down on the 3d of Januarf S-
and the stones now encumber a flat stone, of about fifteen feet in £ 
which lay at their base. DP 

Lastly, there appears to have been a fourth enclosure, formed orim* 
as Stukely thinks, by nineteen stones, but only eleven now remain^/' 
or in fragments These seem also to have been arranged inthe shaS 
a half oval, with the open part, as in the case of the other to the, •" 
east. Although greatly inferior in height to those last described the? 
still taller than those of the second circle. The most nerfeei e' r 
Sir K. 0. Hoare, is seven and a half feet 
nLt n f' W!lve at the t0P- Like the second circle t£ row ! never had any imposts. m ̂  

Such is Stonehenge, as it still subsists; and in so far as the nri^i 
esign of the fabric can be traced from the portions of it which the ww 

of time has left the appropriateness of the name, Stonehenge S 
f rt63 V the Stones>" wil1 be Obvious Sit 

it I " ?£*hn fe-n But littIe doubt ca» be entertaSS 
preceding that °fn a 18 "Questionably the work of an age long 
p g at m which the Saxons first obtained a footing in this island 
iHs a Roman ere^S m°+US w1ork'has actua% maintained the theory that 
lb urd nZn III ^ Tple °f the S°d CoeIus> he A more 
say thatTtwi I wnrkVnf f" Up' •Tt WOuld be much more rational to 
up where i^tLdsn ^ Z & ,piQ6 of arcbitecture which had grown 
StoneWe ceS ' 1±e ^ Giant 8 Causeway, or the Cave at Staff, 
thing the Romans! ?? structures quite as much it does any-
Giraldus Tamh a * aVC\ ° i US" °^d popular tradition, recorded bv 
bmSSnS ap 0tier Chr0niclers' tbat the stones had been 
see Them bv £I^ ^T! are' and ^evated into the air as we 
Ireland. ' It is nn+ Q^gician Merlin, from the Curagh of Kildare in 
similar buildino- on that the design may have been taken from a 
an erection like Stn \ Pm' where Giraldus Cambrensis sajs, that 
Stoneherme fLw! WaS ,actuallL to be seen in his day. He calls 
ulators some also bn ST+ -w' ?? Giant's Dance- Among modern spec 
of Stukeley's' book fl74o{ Z— ** ^the '?aneS' but' since the publicat™ 
in favor of his rbon °PlmQ has almost universally been made up 
Of late Certain oZ7' it 18 a ?ruidical ^mple of the Ancient Brite 
idea—as, for instance that frZrl engrafted uPon this ?ene® 
aim: hut these ore fo ha •, an aseronomical as well as a religious 
tions of Stukelev's viewJ <*01] er as rather developments than refuta 
and may very possiblv bn . °nomy was the soul of the Druidical religion, 
the worship^ 7K£i-VrifUtnCed the form of the temples as well as 
day TreLer Xv Z *Zf1® C,We tlmt *e shall be able in the ' 
cal architecture.' ° owledge of the principles of this ast 

cussion—From^avhenoo subJ*ecJ op Stonehenge has given rise to much dis-
C. Hoare in lis ma » fi werethe stones brought ? According to Sir R 
Wiltshire,'" (fol. Lonl SI Z Z entitled the_" Ancient History of South' 
Sue trilithons of *1^ J t s^ones forming the outer circle and the 

tniithons of the grand oval are of the same kind with those which are 
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found in different parts of the surface of the Wiltshire Downs, and are 
there called Sarsen Stones, by which are meant stones taken from their 
native quarry in their rude state. They are a fine-grained species of 
silicious sandstone. Those forming the smaller circle, and the smaller 
oval again, are quite different. Some are an aggregate of quartz, feldspar 
chlorite, and hornblende; one is a silicious schist; others are hornstone, 
intermixed with small specks of feldspar and pyrites. What is called the 
altar, being the stone now covered by the central trilithon of the grand 
oval, is a micaceous fine-grained sandstone. From these circumstances, 
Mr. Cunnington first very ingeniously started the conjecture, that the 
original temple had probably consisted only of the great circle and the 
great oval, and that the two other rows were subsequent additions. In a 
late publication, entitled "Hermes Britannicus, (1828), the Rev. W. L. 
Bowles has taken up this idea, but has given it a new form, by supposing 
the lower stones to have formed the original temple, and the taller to have 
been afterwards added. He has connected this view with some very curi
ous speculations as to the religion of the ancient inhabitants of Britain; 
for which, however, we must refer the reader to his work. 

TILBURY FORT. 
ITTJATED on the Thames, about twenty-seven miles from London, 
and exactly opposite to Gravesend, is the small village of Tilbury. 
It appears to have been a place of some consequence in the early 

period of the Saxon dominion in England, having been an episcopal seat of 
Cedda, Bishop of the East Saxons, who, in the seventh century, propa
gated the Christian religion in this country, and built churches in several 
places, but especially, as Bede reports, " in the city which, in the language 
of the Saxons, is called Ythancestre; and also in that which is named 
Tillaburgh (the first of which places is on the banks of the river Pant, the 
other on the banks of the Thames,) where, gathering a flock of servants of 
Christ, he taught them to observe the discipline of a regular life, as far as 
those rude people were then capable." Tillaburgh is unquestionably the 
present Tilbury. 

A medicinal spring was discovered here in 1727, considered very bene
ficial in cases of hemorrhage, scurvy, and some other disorders. In a 
chalk hill near this place there are several curious caverns called Danes' 
Holes. They are constructed of stone, narrow at the entrance, and very 
spacious at the depth of thirty feet. The neighborhood still affords some 
traces of the camp formed by Queen Elizabeth in 1588, when the kingdom 
was threatened by the Spanish Armada. But the most interesting object 
the place affords is the Fort, represented in our engraving. It was origi
nally built as a kind of block-house by Henry VIII., but was enlarged 
into a regular fortification by Charles II., in the year 1667, after the 
Dutch fleet had sailed up the river and burned three men-of-war at Chat-
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ham. It was planned by Sir Martin Beckman, engineer to Charles II., 
by whom the works at Sheerness were also designed. The esplanade is 
very large, and the bastions are the largest of any in England. They are 
faced with brick, and surrounded with a double ditch or moat, the inner
most bein^ 180 feet broad, and having a good counterscarp. On the land 
side there are two small redoubts of brick; but the chief strength on this 
side consists in its being able to lay all the adjacent level under water. 
On the side next the river is a very strong curtain, having in the middle a 
strong gate called the water gate, and the ditch palisaded. At the place 
intended for the water bastion, which was never built, stands a high tower, 
erected by Queen Elizabeth, called the block-house. Various additions 
iiave been made to this fort since the time of Charles II.; and it is now 
mounted with several formidable batteries, and contains comfortable bar
racks and other accommodations for the garrison, which consists of a fort 
major and a detachment of invalids. 

The four Roman proconsular ways crossed each other in this vicinity; 
and there was an ancient ferry over the Thames, said to be the place 
where Claudius passed in pursuit of the Britons. 

PALMIRA. 
NRIVALED in extent and magnificence, the ruins of Palmyra 
rise in the midst of a vast ocean of sand, on which there is scarcely 
discernable a track of human footsteps. On the north-east the 

uninhabited waste extends to the Euphrates, the nearest point of which is 
60 English miles distant. To the north and the west there is scarcely 
even a village of mud hovels within the same distance ; and nothing, except 
two or three such miserable resting-places of the wild and. roving Arabs, 
nearer than Aleppo, 180 miles to the north-west, or Damascus to the south
west, almost as far off. The nearest ports on the Mediterranean are Tripoli, 
Beirut, Sidon, and Tyre, all nearly due west, but none of them nearer 
than Aleppo. To the south again all is desert for many hundreds of miles. 

The history of Palmyra is as singular and mysterious as its situation. 
We are told in the 9th chapter of the First Book of Kings, that " Solomon 
built Gezer, and Bethhoron the nether, and Baalath, and Tadmor in the 
wilderness." Tadmor is in all probability Palmyra. This is distinctly 
affirmed by Josephus. The two names also appear to be the same; for 
Tadmor is derived from a Hebrew root signifying a palm-tree, and Palmyra 
appears to have the same origin. We know that the city anciently stood 
in the midst of a grove of palms. But the strongest confirmation of the 
assertion of Josephus is found in the fact, that to this day Tadmor, or rather 
Thedmor, as they pronounce it, is the only name by which Palmyra is 
known among the Arabs. It is so called, and, as far as can be ascertained, 
has always been so called, by the tribe who claim possession of it, and who 
have taken up their abode among the ruins 
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Solomon flourished a thousand years before the hirtb n. • 
foundations of Palmyra, therefore, if this supposition be fSt' and «» 
been laid more than 2800 years ago. Yestiffes of the ! ' ̂ ust iave 

which go to vindicate the claim of the city to t£ hkhl J v ^ reffla^. 
to ™t relics of an age of the most sIZp'„7™aXST'J' ^ 
spot, there are in many places to be observed tb* jire crowding the 
JJJ buildings, now for the most part forming merely'ril« nfmor9 
hillocks covered with grass or sand nni,„„n ° idges of shapeless 
Of the houses of oW tK^S, cWnWeTof'toSsf6 6 

b/-£\so™e authority which is now lost, affirms was sackerf!j"®68' fol)a" 
by Nebuchadnezzar 400 years after it had been built bv If °Vertk'°w 

In course of time the citv h. ,noo„„ ^ , Y Solomon. 
and to have become again great and wealtlV'Xtlv^ fr°K kfS disaster> 
feolomon to serve as an intermediate statf™ Z' Pr°bably built by 
between Judea and IndiaT sttuated t » the intercourse 
flourishing condition in after times fr> ;+0 t r ^ as, it no doubt owed its 
of its history, however,Tsknown down t**" ScarceII * 
It is first expressly mentL^ThaS t rei W 
Christ, been plundered by Marc Antonv' on tbe° f"7 before the birth of 
aid to the Parthians, against whom he'was , Pretence.tbat it had given 
wealth, however, is stated to have beeS thTreol ?• T War' Its 

the observation of this needvrlLI;!i Tme which drew upon it 
booty he actually obtained was velv triffin soldier. But the 
had timely notice of his intention h Jn habitants, having 
their treasures and mosvXS X contrived before his arrival to remov 
this it would appear ttS £ough fromsorT* f1^From * 
may be conjectured that Palmyra had which remain, it 
cessors, it was now considered to be i° Alexander or bis suc-
relates the transaction, exnresslv «i ' mdependent city. Appian, who 
their riches by selling the mercliandivo ef T rltS iahabitants had acquired 

After this we hear no more of Pal ra!ia a Arabia to the Bomans. 
century of our era. It then ral Jra towards the close of the third 
during the reigns of the Rmm a conspicuous figure for a few years 
must refer theXSer to,GalIieaas aad Aurelian. ?We 
famous queen, Zenobia 1 ^apter for the story of its 
and assuming the title of Empress of plf t0 jX the arms of Eome' 
m her capital by Aurelian tiH™ Palmyra and the East, was attacked 
to Italy, and forced to walk in lve'brought home by her conqueror 
extinguished for ever the glorv nf +L 1™phal procession. This catastrophe 
made an obstinate defence^ it mQ 6 G ^ °f the Desert. Although it had 
Aurelian; but he had not W lts/SUrrender' treated with lenity by 

-inhabitants rose upon the garrison hi L° ai°? -his ret"rn Fome' wben the 

to death. The emperor ^had bad left m the city, and put them all 
received this intelligence. " WUk Crosse(^ ^e Hellespont when he 
bon, « he once more turned his * moment's deliberation," says Gib-
by hi8 rapid approach, and the hplnl °wa.^s Syria. Antioch was alarmed 
weight of his resentment. We h« ess,c of Palmyra felt the irresistible 
he acknowledges that old men a Aurelian himself, in which 
involved in that dreadful executioTll'-C^lId,ren' ,and Peasants, bad been 
armed rebellion; and althono-b l>" . ! should have been confined to 
^establishment of a Temnl? r>f 1f,Pn?lclPal concern seems directed to the 

Ple of the Sun, he discovers some pity for the 

** 1 i"' ' {•» u. 

il.' 1 
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remnant of the Palmyreans, to whom he grants the permission of rebuilding 
and inhabiting then* city. But it is easier to destroy than to restore. The 
seat of commerce, of arts, and of Zenobia, gradually sunk into an obscure 
town, a trifling fortress, and at length a miserable village." A few years 
afterwards, the emperor Diocletian appears to have erected some buildings 
at Palmyra, the ruins of one of which, bearing the only Latin inscription 
in the place, are still standing. Justinian, also, in the sixth century, after 
it had been for some time quite deserted, repaired its walls, and placed a 
garrison in it; but not regaining its ancient trade, its only means of exist
ence, its temples and columned porticoes were probably soon after left 
once more to the winds and the beasts of prey. 

For more than a thousand years after the time of Justinian, the history 
of Palmyra is again nearly an utter blank. A Jewish writer, called Ben
jamin Tudelensis, says that he was there in 1172, and that he found the 
place inhabited by about two thousand of his countrymen. The Arabian 

' geographer Abulfeda also mentions it in 1321, under the name of Tedmor. 
But in Europe its existence would seem to have been quite forgotten, till, 
in the year 1678, some English merchants of the factory at Aleppo received 
from the natives of the country such an account of the ruins as determined 
them to attempt a visit to the spot. They set out accordingly, on the 18th 
of July that year; but although they reached Palmyra, they deemed it 
prudent, from the threatening attitude of the Arabs, to return almost imme
diately, taking time to copy only one inscription. No second attempt was 
made till 1691, when some English residents at Aleppo again set out for 
the place on the 30th of September, and reached it after what the Rev. 
William Halifax, who wras one of the party, calls " six days' easy travel." 
They remained for four days, " having," says one of them, whose journal 
of the expedition has been printed, " tired ourselves with roving from ruin 
to ruin, and rummaging among old stones, from which little knowledge 
could be obtained." This writer gives no further account of what he saw, 
his whole narrative being occupied with the events of the journey; but for
tunately, some of his companions did not hold "old stones," and the knowl
edge to be derived from them, in such contempt. In the Philosophical 
Transactions, No. 217, being the publication for October, 1695, is given a 
letter of twenty-eight quarto pages, from Mr. Halifax, containing a very 
full description of the place; and in No. 218 are printed the journals of 
both expeditions, occupying thirty-two pages more. The discovery appears 
to have excited the highest degree of public curiosity. In the same number 
of the Transactions in which the journals appear, is a paper, by the learned 
astronomer Dr. E. Halley, on the Ancient State of the City of Palmyra, 
being an able attempt to elucidate its history from the inscriptions which 
the discoverers had brought away with them. 

After this Palmyra was visited by Bruyn, Maundrel, and other oriental 
travelers; but the journey that has done most for the illustration of its 
antiquities, is that which was undertaken in 1751, by Messrs. Wood, * 
Bouverie, and Dawkins, accompanied by the Italian draughtsman, Borra. 
The results of their investigations were published at London, in 1753, in a 
magnificent folio volume, bearing the title of " Ruins of Palmyra, otherwise 
Tedmor," and consisting principally of fifty-seven plates, finished in the 
highest style of art. 

The travelers left the ship at Beirut, on the coast of Syria, and crossing 
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Mount Libanus to Damascus, proceeded thence to Has™ » „ 
days'journey to the north, from the Aga of which, whose iurisd fe * 
found to include Palmyra, they received an escort of horse iS ?" 
protection they pursued the remainder of their journey. Thevlftn • 
on the 4th of March, and reached Palmyra on the 13th Their,, 
to the rums was from the south-west, through a sandy nlain S? 
miles in breadth, and unenlivened by either tree or water On Sft 
rose barren hills, forming the horizon. About two miles I 

Palmyra, the Mile seemed to join; and upon ^SngtA' 
a narrow valley led to the city. Ancient and aingSv A 
chres rose here and there on each hand, and occupying the hollolff 
valley were the ruins of an aqueduct which had fomeriy conveyed 1 
«W ITe iateIJ ffter' the cit^ ^self burst Ln C2 
<£ 3,1 ° 7 Passed these venerable monuments," says Mr Wd 

when the hills opening, discovered to us all at once the greatest quanS 
of ruins we had ever seen, all of white marble ; and bevondtE1 7 

more striking than this view: so great a number nf rnrteWor, n 
™prospect."0 Uttle WaU °r S0Ud buildinS' afforded a ™st romantic li? 

The highest hills in the neighborhood of Palmyra are on the west and 
above°the~exlensive rda f fds 0n Sround somewhat elevated 
Wood's wort i« o- m W 1C stretches around its other sides. In Mr. 
2fromwb W ? frSr",0/ •*».*» nearly the 
taken namelv fimrn i] m n. 0S0P^ca^ Transactions must have been 

n?rSref\The personswho™ited 

Mr Wood and hi« neighborhood " a garden full of palm-trees;" but 
Wincbal t rfof P-ani°-nS dld n0t See a sinSle remaining. Tie 
some rLi hf J eadosed bJ a wall, greatly decayed? and in 
Its circuit is Vflcea^e5 b®ing _ probably that erected by Justinian, 
north-west is n tnU *'7 P^oglish miles. On a height beyond it to tie 
about the end nf erWer' 7 cb ls said to have been erected by an Arab chie: 
tions are set the ^7' 0n the lwer grounds, in all dii-ec-
such of tbem n« l °,m mentioned above, which are tall square towers; 
those of Po-vnf Q ,? i,°-Cn e.xP containing mummies, exactly resembling 
Hke the sSte +wg m «eneraI elaborately adorned in the interior, 

•°Untr^ Spying a small space around the 
each other bv rilins? are S0lne olive and corn fields, divided from S°„1 v?w"T<? •

mad
- " 

aw «»> ^ »*,i' 
sav Li the ." I ,s ™vera<1 »'ilh heaps of marble." Tb.A* 
walls its circumfe™ C1 ^exten^e(* f*ar beyond the limits of the present 

ten miles. Wherever the ground 
fame of the foundpr f°T i rum.s buildings, they assert, are found. The 
Sty £5^' tSti" fl0«rishes among its rubs. « All these 
mon the son of PMr" Wood> " Solomon ebn Doud (Sob-mon the son of David) did by the assistance of spirits " 
Hneofne^amnp^T *5? ®0.uth"east to the north-west in an unbroken 
the most mwnifioo . f A *n length. At the eastern extremity stands 
been the Temnlc nf , ,U^S °f the whole, that which is supposed to have 

6 IemPIe of the Sun. The enclosed court around the templet 
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square, each side of which is 660 feet in length, the great gate of entrance 
being to the west. It is within this court that the tribe of Arabs who 
occupy the place have erected their mud cottages, to the number of thirty 
or forty. To the west of the temple is a Turkish mosque, in ruins too, like 
the more ancient structures around it. A little way beyond this, in the 
same direction, is the stately arch, of which, as seen from the east, a repre
sentation is given. This is the entrance to a portico which extends in a 
north west direction for the .amazing length of nearly 4,000 feet, till it ter
minates at the sepulchre. The columns of which it was formed, some 
entire and erect, others broken or prostrate, or both, are strewed over the 
whole of this long line. Among the other buildings is one which had been 
a Christian church. Another, a little to the west of that, consists of four 
immense columns, towering to a height far above everything around, and 
surmounted by an entablature of surpassing richness. The building, which 
appears from the inscription on it to have been erected by Diocletian, is 
near the north-western termination of the vast field of ruins. 

BALBEC. 
EXT in renown to Palmyra, among the ruined cities of the ancient 

wwr world, is Balbec, situated in the same region, the extraordinary 
JjjL M fate of which has been, to be first the seat of luxury and magnifi
cence almost unparalleled, and then, as if the curse of Heaven had fallen 
upon it, to be reduced to little better than a desolate wilderness. It is 
man, however, and not nature, that has wrought the change ; no blight has 
made the soil or poisoned the air, but a degrading despotism has as effect
ually dried up the sources of social prosperity as if some elementary con
vulsion had suddenly turned the clime of beauty cold and dark, and struck 
the teeming earth with hopeless barrenness. Indeed, Turkish oppression 
has done what no unkindness of nature could have effected. The splendors 
of Palmyra rose under the breath of a free commerce in the midst of a 
sandy desert; but nothing has been able to preserve that and many other 
great cities from crumbling into heaps of ruins at the death-touch of the 
gloomy tyranny that now hangs like a pall over the land. 

We are indebted for the most complete account of Balbec, as for that of 
Palmyra, to Mr. Wood and his friends, who, after visiting the two cities, 
gave to the public, in successive volumes, most accurate and splendid 
delineations of every thing they had seen in each, accompanied with his
toric notices and short descriptions. It was on their return from Palmyra 
that they proceeded to Balbec, which lies almost on a line drawn from the 
former city due west to the sea. It is, however, a little to the north of 
Palmyra. The spot in which it is placed is in one of the valleys of Mount 
Libanus (the Lebanon of Scripture,) now called the Plain of Bocat, a fertile 
and well-watered opening to the sea, which forms its south-western extrem
ity, while Balbec stands immediately under the high ground which closes it in 
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When Wood was there in 1751 the place ccnti* ,i '> , ie north-wes:. 
ants, among whom were a few'Jews and Christians but &?°° * 
describe its population as greatly reduced T1„. n ,• ®r acco©;< 
huts which form the modem town probablv 
a thousand half-savage Arabs. P J 0t n°W harl?or than 

rJ/° 
of the same name in Egypt ° Heliopolls^r t™es' from toe other city 
Sun; and the significati™ of tha % P? < tek meails the CitJ of the 
tie oriental 7™ 
probable that Balbec was Z JSKPu i^isTPP?" ** " 
place, although, from not having kT' J ,e modern) name of the 
name of Palmyra in the Hebrew 9 meidl01?ed> Ilke Tadmor, the old 
in the form of the Greek translation, iSfcSfc come down to na ori, 

as weh t!Juk?S„T' ̂  j*"™ W-< «' W ̂  
told by the inhabitants of tb^ ™ ^°lonion. Many stories, it seems, are 
spent his «rrs rettar°Ser m 0elel,ra^ « % 
building at Balbec may nowihlv" "h cr* s ^ave supposed that some 
Tower of Lebanon SCS , sJSte11 of l>» writing, a."Ik 
current on the snot is that the ,.n ai , Damascus." One of the stories 
Queen of Sheba. It is believed ^fT* ^im as a residence for tie 
similar undertakings the wwo ' ?urse' kaP in this, as in all Ms other 
genii or spSts. ' ^ m°narch avaUed ^self of the agency of 

of fallen edifices^spread ^wera/f?lficen<f of ^aJhec do not present a crowd 
they consist only of three d;«f !o? ^ space, like those of Palmjra: 
other, in a plain at a sbnrt d* f1C ddlnSs> which stand not far from each 
The engravmgpresents a vbn81^3^111! part of the ton 
modern town, as seen from riW these buildings, with some others in tie 
west, is the immeSe Se S°Uth' ^ the Ieft of the P^e, or on tie 
with its courts. More in the'fm- commo?17 called the Temple of the Sun, 
temple; and at a considerable disfJ° 1S a^other smaJIer, but more entire 
the south, is a third termS„? dls.tanc® wesfc from that, and still farther to 
spire, which has been irAAf ri ^ Clrc^ar fbrm, distinguishable by a modern 
A Boric column! . IatZT^i°yer\t" »«™rt it into , flreeh Ami 
seen interspersed. SunTmed;™^' , ®°™e °ther modern erections, are 
feet high, and defended nt * + i , ts the city wall, ten or twelve 
. The entry ifaSfc b? T"' tc"" 

tico of twelve circular pr!ln™ . i n,1S 111 eas^ trough a noblepor-
finds himself is a magnificent I' first apartment in which therisibr 
cter, cwMbitbg on STS t'T'1. O^ided) hall, 180 feet i. t* 
magnificence of the richest nhaf femams of an architectural beauty and 
of a circle of chambers wbieb ' 111 tke columns and other ornaments 
court of nearlyT-around ifc" beyond this is a still larger 

any a square form, being 374 feet in one direction by 368 in 
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another, and at the farther extremity of that is the far-stretching pillared 
structure forming the proper temple. As may be observed from the view, 
nine of the lofty columns which had composed this part of the edifice are 
still to be seen standing together. There had been originally fifty-six in 
all, namely, ten at each end, and eighteen others along each side. The 
entire length of the space which they include is 285 feet, and its breadth 
157. The height, including the plinth, is 87 feet. Nothing grander can 
be conceived than the aspect presented by this immense and richly orna
mented temple, when seen in its full extent. No part of the structure is 
perhaps more wonderful than the terrace or soubassement by which the 
whole is surrounded, the stones composing which are in general 30 feet in 
length by 10 in breadth, and 13 in height. At the west end are three of 
the° enormous length of 63 or 64 feet each. A freestone quarry still 
remains open, not far from the city wall, from which these colossal blocks 
appear to have been hewn, and where many of similar dimensions are to be 
seen cut from the rock, and left ready to be removed. From this and 
other circumstances, Mr. Wood concludes that the soubassement of the 
temple was never finished. One of the stones lying in the quarry, which 
is not quite detached, is even larger than any of those in the temple, mea
suring 70 feet in length by 14 in breadth, and 14s in height. Its weight 
would be about 1135 tons. 

The other temple, to the south of this, is, as we have mentioned, of 
smaller dimensions, but is still a large building, being 222 feet in length by 
1141 in breath. Its columns have been originally 34 in all, namely, 8 in 
front, and 13 along each of the sides. Their height, including the plinth, 
is 76| feet; but the ground on which this temple stands is lower than the 
site of the other. The ornaments here are all likewise of the richest 
description. The Turks have bruit two great square towers on the ruins 
of the portico of this temple, but in other respects it is considerably less 
dilapidated than the former. In Wood's time, nearly all the pillars com
posing the peristyle, together with their entablature, were entire. 

Our second engraving is a view of the circular temple, a small building 
of exquisite beauty. The building itself, exclusive of the pillars by which 
it is surrounded, is only 32 feet in diameter; and the height is divided 
into two parts, in the lower of which the architecture is Ionic, and in the 
higher, Corinthian. The lower has been at one time converted into a 
Greek church. The grace and lightness of the exterior of this edifice 
make it a perfect gem of art. 

The buildings of Balbec are for the most part of the Corinthian order. 
John of Antioch states that the great temple was built by the Eoman 
emperor Antoninus Pius, in the second century; and other circumstances 
would also lead to the conclusion that it is of tins age. 


